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Preface

This pamphlet is one in a series of monthly pamphlets which will he consolidat
ed on av annual basis and entitled Decisions of the Comptroller General of the
United States. The annual volumes have heen published since the establishment
of the General, Accounting Office by the Budget and Accounting Act, 1921. Deci
sior" are rendercod to heads of departments and establishments and to disburs
ing and certifying officers pursuant to 31 U.S.C. 3529 (formerly 31 U.S.C. 74 and
82d.) Decisions in connection with claims are issued in accordance with 31
U.S.C. 3702 (formerly 31 U.S.C. 71.) Ll addition, decisions, on the validity of con
tract awards pursuant to the Competition In Contracting Act (31 U.S.C.
3554(e)(2) (Supp. III) (1985), are rendered to interested parties.

The decisions included in this pamphlet are presented in full text. Criteria ap
plied in selecting decisions for publication include whether the decision repre
sents the first time certain issues are considered by t,he Comptroller General
when the issues are likely to be of widespread interest to the government or the
private sector; whether the decision modifies, clarifies, or overrules the findings
of prior published decisions; and. whether the decision otherwise deals with a
significant issue of continuing interest on which there has been no published
decision for a period of years.

All decisions contained in this pamphlet are available in advance through the
circulation of individual decision copies. Each pamphlet includes an index--d.iges-:;
and citation tables. The annual bound volume includes a cumulative index~

digest and citation tables.

To further assist in the research of matters coming with;n the jurisdiction of
the General Accounting Office, ten consolidated indexeE to the published vol~

umes have been compiled to date, the first being entitled IrIndex to the Pub
lished Decisions of the Accounting Officers of the U!1ited States, 1894-1929," the
second and subsequent indexes being entitled lIIndex of the Published Decision
of the Comptroller" and "Index Digest-Published Decisions of the Comptroller
General of the United States/' respectively. The second volume covered the period
from July I, 1929, through June 30, 1940. Subsequent volumes have been
published at five-year intervals, the commencing date being October 1 (since 1976)
to correspond with the fiscal year of the federal government.

PaR"e iii



Prefue

Decisions appearing in tlris pamphlet and the annual bound volume should be
cited by volume, page number, and date, e.g., 64 Comp. Gen. 10 (1978). Decisions
of the Comptroller General which do 1 Jt appear in the published pamphlets or
volumes should be cited by the appropriate file number and date, e.g., B-230777,
September 30, 1986

Procurement law decisions issued since January 1, 1974, and Civilian Personnel
Law decisions whether or not included in these pamphlets, are also available
from commercial computer timesharing services.

To further assist in research of Comptroller General decisions, the Office of the
General Counsel at the General Accounting Office maintains a telephone re
search service at (202) 275-5028.
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December 1987

B·228038, D~cember2, 1987
Procurement

Sealed Bidding
.Invitations for Bids
•• Amendments
••11 Acknowledgment
••••Responsiveness

Responsiveness must be determined from the face of the bid. Therefore, bidder's failure kl acknowl·
edge 8 material amendment to a solicitation which also extended the bid opening date may not be
waived where the bid contains only the previous bid opening date. The mere flubmisBion of the bid
on the amended bid opening date is not Bufficient to show that the bidder inten';':0 to be bound by
the terms of the amendment. Previous cases inconsistent herewith, B-194496. Jan. 17, 1980; B
208877, May 17, 1983; and B-212465, Oct. 19, 1983; will no longer be followed.

Matter of: C Construction Company, Inc.

C Construction Company, Inc. protests the award of a contract to J.W. Cook,
Inc. by the Naval Facilities Engineering Command (Navy) under invitation for
bids (IFB) No. N62470-87-B-7107, issued for the construction of a high school for
miiit'iry <1ependents at Camp LeJeune, North Carolina. The protester argues
that the Navy should have rejected Cook's bid on the ground that Cook failed to
acknowledge a material amendment to the solicitation and thus submitted a
nonresponsive bid.

We sustain the protest.

The solicitation as originally issued called for bid opening on June 25, 1987, and
--s subject to a total of four amendments. Amendment No. ooed specifi
c"tions to the solicitation but left the bid opening date unchanged. Amendment
No. 0002 changed the bid opening date from June 25 to July 2, and corrected a
typographical error contained in the solicitation. Amendment No. 0003 added
additional specifications and drawings to the solicitation but-left the bid open
ing date unchanged. Finally, amendment No. 0004 called for additional work
under the solicitation and extended the bid opening date from July 2, to July 7.
Cook's failure to acknowledge amendment No. 0004 is the subject of this protest.

According to the agency, the additional work called for by amendment No. 0004
will result in increased costs of $57,794. The protester states that amendment
No. 0004 caused it to add some $85,000 to its total bid. The difference between
Cook's bid and C Construction's bid is $43,000.

Page 107 (67 Compo Gt:n.)
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"~tii;'~;;'J?l>iiillgori>JulY7, Cook suomitfAld ita bid which failed to acknowledge
'81Ilenc:lfflentllfo.0()()4, Additionally, Cook's bid and bid bond bore the earlier bid

.. ,!pe~dateofJU1y2, and the envelope which contained ita bid bore the origi-
..... ..lllI1bi~.ope~g.date of~.une 25, According to the protester, Cook's failure to

'~kn,!)"I~e~tl1~!1dm~nt•.N~. 0004, coupled with the lack of anY indication
..·.\vlta~ve~.'!!1the.faceof Cook's bid that the fIrm in fact received the amend
'!i'.e#(r"nders tltebid nonrespo~ive.Th" protester argues that Cook could have

• ;' ..itI1Plyl",,"!,ed about the e"tended bid opening date from suppliers or subcOn-
" '·traclorsorothersources within the construction community.

Th~"g~nCY'()1l the othe.rhand, while agreeing that tile amendment was mateJj
. al~~esthatth~ fact that Cook submitfAld ita bid on the extended bi~opening

A"t,eis, by itself,. sufficient to show that the fIrm constructively acknowledged
.... , ... amendment No. 0004 and, thus, that Cook submitfAld a responsive bid.

.. ..,As.llgeneralrule, a bidder's failure to acknowledge a material am"ndment reno
d.~rs t~e .bid llonI'e8ponsive, thus requiring that the agency reject the ilid. This

> rule isPrsmilled upon two facts. First, that acceptance of a bid when ~amend

tl1ellt has not been ~knowledged afford' the biljder the opportunity to decide,
afte~ bid opening, whether to furnish extraneous evidence showing that it had
considered the amendment in formulating ita price or to avoid a..ard by "'"
mainingsilent. Second, if such a bid were accepfAld, the bidder would not be II>'
gally.bound to perform in accordance with the terms of the 8tl1endment, and
the goverl1nl.ellt would bear the risk that performance would notnl.eet its naeds.
See generally N.B. Kenney Co., Inc., 65 Comp. Gen. 265 (1986), 86-1 CPD U 124,
and case. cifAld therein.

However, an amendment may be constructively acknowledged whe'" the bid
itaelf includes one of the essential items appearing only in the amendment.
Thus, we have found that a bidder's failure to acknowledge an amendment
could be waived when, for example, the bid included a price fOr an item that
was added by amendment, 34 Comp. Gen. 581 (1955), or a price for quantities
reduced by an amendment. Nuclear Research Corp. et a/., B-200793, B-200793.2,
June 2, 1981, 81-1 CPD U437. We also have found constructive acknllwledgment
when the bidder agreed to use materials other than those required by the o.-igi·
nal solicitation, w.A. Apple Mfg., Inc., B-183791, Sept. 23, 1975, 75'2 CPD U170,
affd on reconsideration, Mar. 2, 1976, 76-1 CPD U143, or when the bid' included
an acceptance period that was different from that imposed by the o.-iginal solici·
tation. She/by-Skipwith, Inc., B-193676, May 11, 1979,7.-1 CPD U336.

These decisions, in our opinion, ate consistent with the regulatory provision
that permita a bidder's failure to acknowledge an amendment to be waived as "
minor informality or irregularity if the bid "clearly indicates that the\)idder
received the amendment." Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), 48 C.F.R. §
14.405(dXl) (1986). In permitting constructiVe acknowled~ent, only the bidder'.
failure to acknowledge the anl.endment is waived, not the bidder's compliance
with the amended solicitation. She/by-Skipwith, Inc., ..upra.

(67 Comp. Gen.)
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.In this connection, a number of our previous decisions have allowed acceptance
of a bid which did not acknowledge a material amendment where the bid itaelf
reflected an extended bid opening date provided for in tbe amendment (or a
date subsequent to the original bid opening date) and the bid was in fact sub
mitted on the extended date. Inscom Electronics Carp., 53 Comp. Gen. 569 (1974),
74-1 CPD , 56; American Monorail, Inc., 80181226, July 31, 1974, 74-2 CPD n69;
S. Livingston & Son, Inc., 80183548, July 2, 1975, 75-2 CPD n7; Aetna Ambu·
lance Servke, Inc., G&L Ambulance Service, 80190187, Mar. 31, 1978, 78-1 CPD n
258.

One of these cases, Aetna Ambulance Seroke, Inc., G&L Ambulance Servke,
8'!Pra, was later cited as authority to extend the above stated rule to hold that
the mere submission of a bid on the extended bid opening date was itaelf suffi
cient to charge the bidder with constructive knowledge of the amendment. See
Arrowhead Linen Service, 80194496, Jan. 17, 1980, 80-1 CPD n54 (no discussion
of whether bid reflected extended bid opening date)~ Subsequently, the broad
language contained in Arrowhead Linen Seroke, supra, was followed in two
other cases (relied upon by the Navy in this case), which stated that the mere
submission of a bid on an extended bid opening date is sufficient, without more,
to charge the bidder with constructive knowledge of an amendment. Lear
Siegkr, Inc., 80212465, Oct. 19, 1983, 83-2 CPD U465; Law Brothers Contracting
Corp., 80208877, May 17, 1983, 83-1 CPD n521 (denied because time of submis
sion could not be established).

In our opinion, it is axiomatic that the responsiveness of a bid must be deter
mined from the face of the bid at bid opening. Consequently, where, as here, the
bid itaelf does not establish its responsiveness, we think that submission of the
Did on the extended bid opening date, without mere, is not sufficient to show
that the bidder agreed to comply with the terms of the amendment. While the
bidder might have been aware of the existence of the amendment, this does not
show thot the bidder agreed to the terms of the amendment. FAR § 14.405(dXl)
(1985).

Indeed, we have endorsed this line of reasoning (that the bid inust evidence on
its face an intent to be bound by the terms of an amendment) in previous deci
sions. Thus, for example, in Pioneer Fluid Power Co.- Reconsideration, B
214779.2, Mar. 22, 1985, 85-1 CPD n332, we concluded that the bidder's notation
of an extended bid opening date on an unsigned standard form 19·B submitted
with its bid was insufficient evidence of the bidder's intent to be bound by the
amendment in light of the fact that the signed cover sheet of its bid bore an
earlier superseded bid opening date. Similarly, in Kinross Manl!facturing Corp.,
65 Comp. Gen. 160 (1985), 85-2 CPD n716, we held that the bidder's handwritten
insertion of the new bid opening date, along with the notation that it had been
advised of the extended bid opening date by an agency official, indicated that
the bidder's knowledge of the amendment was limited to the new bid opening
date. Simply stated, if a bidder's handwritten insertion of the extended bid
opening date may not be sufficient to constructivOly acknowledge the amend
ment, we fail to see how a bid with no indication whatsoever of the extended

(67 Compo G~n.)
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.. ~id.o~lling date or of ~ny other material terms of the amendment clearly indi
cates the bidder's intent to be bound by the amendment.

Accordingly, since Cook's bid does not establish either receipt of the amend
ment, or Cook's intent to be bound by its terms, we think the bid was nonre
sponsive. To the extent that the rule stated in our decisions in Arrowhead Linen
Service, supra, Lear Siegler, Inc., supra, and Law Brothers Contracting Corp.,
supra, (that the mere submission of a bid on the bid opening date indicates the
bidder's intent to be bound to the terms of the amendment) are inconsistent
with this decision, the prior cases v;ill no longer be followed.

Consequently, we think that the Navy improperly accepted Cook's bid and the
protest is sustained. We recognize that the Navy relied upon the cases of Arrow
head Linen Seroke, supra, Lear Siegler, Inc., supra, and Law Brothers Contract
ing Corp., supra, in concluding that acceptance v_ Cook's bid was proper. Under
circumstances such as these, we would ordinarily only "pply a neWly stated rule
prospectively. We are informed however, that performance of the contract
awarded to Cook has been suspended pending our decision in this case. Accord
ingly, by separate letter of today to the Secretary of the Navy, we are recom
mending that the contract awarded to Cook be terminated for the convenience
of the government and award be made to C Construction, if otherwise proper.

The protest is sustained.

B-228045, B.229609, December 3, 1987
Procurement
Contractor Qualification
• Approved Sources
••Qualification
....Standards
Where the contracting agency'>.; stock of certain aircraft spare parts was projected to be depleted
during the procurement lead time and the agency lacked the technical data to develop competitive
specifications or precise qualification requirements that the prou.'Ster could have met in the short
time available, the agency properly awarded a sole-source contract to the only available qualifioo
source; the agency was not required to delay the procurement in order to develop and advise the
protester of precise qua'ification requirements.

Procurement
Nonr.:ompetitive Negotiation
III Contract Awr..cds
1111 Sole &.ur~e8

118. Propriety

Where the contracting agency properly determined that only one qualified 50Urce could meet iils
needs within the required timeframe, the fact that the qualified source submitted a late quotation
had no adverse effect on the protester, and acceptance of the quotation thus was unobjectionable,
since the protester could not have received the award in any event.

(67 Comp. Gen.)
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Matter of: Kitco, Inc.

Kireo, Inc. protests the Department of the Air Force's award of a sole-source
contract, No. F09603-87-e-1842, to Parker Hannifin Corporation, O-Seal Divi
sion, to supply spare seal plates for C-130 aircraft. The intended award was syn
opsized in the Commerce Business Daily (CBDl, with a standard note explaining
that other potential sources might be considered if, as pertains here, the source
submitted either: 1) evidence of having satisfactorily produced the required part
for the government or the prime equipment manufacturer; or 2) engineering
data suffident to demonstrate the acceptability of the part. Kiteo submitted a
quotation along with a data package, and contends that the Air Force failed to
give ita material fair consideration and lacked an adequaie basis for the sole
source award to Parker Hannifin. Kiteo also challenges a second solicitation
covering part of this requirement. We deny the protests.

The Warner Robins Air Logistics Center issued a purchase request for quanti
ties of seal plates in 1986. The seal plates, according to Parker Hannifin (which
manufactured them for the prime equipment manufacturer), provide a seal for
certain propeller assemblies and align two sets of gear segments. The Air Force
describes the oeal plates as high intensity items for which the agency has a high
monthly replacement rate. The pun:hase request limited sources to Parker Han
nifin and the prime equipment maldfacturer, Hamilton Standard, unless other
sources could demonstrate the acceptability of t.heir items. The justification for
using noncompetitive procedures stated that there is only one responsible
source and no other type of property will meet the agency's """ds. See 10 U.S.C.
§ 2304(c)(l) (Supp. III 1985). The justification explained that the design data for
the seal plates is ~roprietary to Hamilto" Standard.

The Air Force issued the current solicitation request to Hamilton Standard and
Parker Hannifin on January 22, 1987, requesting quotations for alternative
quantities of seal plates (from 2627 to 7445 units). The solicitation request con
tained the "Restrictive Acquisition Method Code" clause which, like the CBD,
stated that quotations from other sources would be considered if the offeror sub
mitted prior to, or with, its quotation either: 1) evidence of having satisfactorily
produced the item for the government or the prime equipment manufacturer, or
2) engineering data sufficient to show acceptability of the part. The solicitation
request asked for replies no later than February 23.

Kitco submitted its quotation and data package on February 23. The quotation
proposed to Sl" tlply Kitco's own part, which Kitco was in the process of develop
ing based on reverse engineering Hamilton Standard's part. (Although Kireo
also alternatively proposed to supply Hamilton Standard's part, which it alleges
the Air Force failed to consider, nothing in the record indicates that Kiteo ever
submitted the required evidence of having produced the item for Hamilton
Stanrlard; thus it appears Kitco really only pursued qualifying as a new manu
facturer of an alternate part.)

The Air Force, in March 1987, initially rejected Kitco's proposed part because
the agency lacked Hamilton Standard's drawings depicting the latest configura-

(67 Compo Gen.)
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tion of the part. and thus lacked adequate data to evaluate Kiteo's proposed
part. Kiteo then advised the agency that it was in the procesa of producing pro
totypes that could be evaludted and tested. The agency refused to commit itself
to testing unt.il it could ascertain that Kitco's design conformed to Hamilton
Standard's. The agency further indicated that any testing would need to include
tests for form. fit and function. possibly including flight testing. While working
on the prototypes. Kitco continued its attempts to gain approval of its part
based only on technical data.

On April 20. the Air Force obtained authorization from Hamilton Standard to
use its latest drawings to evaluate Kiteo's data pac'cage. In using those draw
ings to evaluate a revised data package submitted by Kitco on April 27, the Air
Force found that Kitco's design deviated from the drawings. Only after Kiteo
submitted its fifth r('vision, on ...1ljly 23, did its drawings confohn in all material
respects to Hamilton Standard's drawings. In the meantime. Kiteo completed its
prototypes and had them tested by a firm allegedly authorized by Hamilton
Standard and the government to overhaul and test the seal plates. The test re
vealed no obvious dimensional discrepancies and indicated that Kiteo's alter
nate fit well and performed satisfactorily during a one-hour test run at full tem
perature and operating pressure; no long-term tests were performed. Kitea for
warded the test results to the Air Force on June 16.

The Air Force determined that the July 23 revisions to Kiteo's data package
were sufficient to demonstrate the acceptability of the design. but that further
testing would be necessary to determine conclusively the acceptability of the
actual item. In this regard. the agency decided that imposing a requirement for
first article testing (the ,mat of which would have to be developed) would be
sufficient to protect the government's interests, and thus granted formal ap"
proval of Kitco's alternate on August 7.

The Air Force proceeded with a .ole-source award to Parker Hannifin on July
31 for the maximum quantity. 7,445 of the seal plates. A second justification for
using noncompetitive procedures, issued July 29, cited an unusual and compel
ling urgency. see 10 U.S.C. § 2304(cX2), because the Air Force's stock was pro
jected to be depleted within the lead time for delivery and the agency lacked
sufficient data to permit other sources to compete. The contract price was
$169.00 pe.. seal plat~. which was $28.51 higher than Kiteo's approximate aver
age unit price.

After Kiteo filed its ~wtest. the Air Force reviewed the urgency of the require
ment for seal plates and determined that only 2,800 seal plates were urgently
required, while! the remaining items could be ~cquired under a separate com
petitive procurement with a first article testing requirement for a new 8ource.
The Air Force therefore partially terminated Parker Hannifin's contract, reduc
ing the quantity by 4.645 units.

Kiteo basically contends that the Air Force failed to make reasonable efforts to
attain approval of Kitco's proposed part, and thus violated the statutory man
date that agencies seek offers from as nnny potential sources as practicable
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under the circumstances, even when an agencyo need for the items is urgent.
1~ U.S.C. § 2304(e). Kiko complains that the agency also failed to provide the
finn prompt notice of the precise requirements for approval and an opportunity
to have its part tested which, the protester argues, was required hy 10 U.S.C. §
2310 .' Lastly, Kiko maintains that Parker Hannifm's quotation should not
have been considered because it was submitted after the February 23 due date
specified in the solicitation request for replies.

The Air Force asserts that it acted diligently to approve Kitco as an availahle
8Ource, and points out that while Hamilton Standard's proprietary rights to the
technical data for the part limited what the agency properly could do, it never
theless worked with Kiko for 5 months, and con'idered five revisions of Kiko's
drawings, in an effort to obtain an acceptable design. The Air Force takes the
position that it had no obligation to prepare precise qualification requirements
(including possible testing requirements), to provide them to Kiko, or to give
Kitco an opportunity ta submit its part to any testing requirements, until Kiko
suhmitted a verifiably acceptable design. The Air Force states that, after Kiko
achieved a design that conformed with Hamilton Standard's drawings for the
part, there Was insufficient time to develop necessary testing requirements and
subject Kiko's part to the tests without jeopardizing the agency's ability to
maintain its stock of the seal plates after April 1988. It is the Air Force's posi
tion, therefore, that Parker Hannifin was the only acceptable source available
late in July 1987, when the Air Force awarded the contract. The Air Force es
sentially concedes it initially awarded Parker Hannifin a quantity greatly ex
ceeding the agency's urgent needs, and already has taken corrective action in
this regard.

We believe the Air Force has acted properly. When the Air Force issued the
solicit~tion request, it lacked available data ta develop competitive .pecifica
tions or alternative sources aside from Hamilton Standard (the prime equip
ment manufacturer) and Parker-Hannifin (which manufactured the seal plates
for Hamilton Standard). The protester itself was only in the early stages of de
veloping an alternative part. The agency therefore properly determined that, in
essence, only one responsible source (or its supplier) could meet the agency's
needs. See C&S Antennas, Inc" B-224549, Feb. 13, 1987, 66 Comp. Gen. 254, 87-1
CPD TI 161. We believe the agency fulfilled the requirement to maximire compe
tition by giving notice of the intended sole-source procurement in the CBD (in
cbding a statement that all responsible sources may submit an offer), see 41
U.S.C. § 416, and by not excluding potential sources for not being on a qualified
manufacturers or products list. See 10 U.S.C. § 2319.

I This provision states thut. no potential offeror may be denied the opportun.ity to compete solely because it is not
on a qualified bidders list. qualified manufadurers list or qualjfi~ products list. or hu not been identified 88
meeting (I "qualification requirement."-defined ns Il requirement for testing or other quality :lB8urance demon
stration thst mUl:lt be completed by an offeror before award of a contract. The provision also imposes oblisations
on the part of an agency establishing q~alifiC8tion requirements, such as providing any offeror, upon request, 8

written list of the precise requirements and Il prompt opportunity to demonstrate its ability to meet the qualifica·
tion requirementR
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The mere fact that the CBD notice and ae solicitation request referred to the
only known source as an approved source and stated that the Air Force would
consider proposed alternates did not mean that the agency was obligated to
have in place precise qualification requirements to assure that Kiteo and other
firms could qualify in time to receive this contract. Under 10 U.S.C. § 2319(cX5),
an agency need not delay a proposed award in order to specify qualification re
quirements or to provide potential offerors an opportunity to meet them. While
it is clear that where, through advance planning, an agency can devise prequali·
fication requirements or first article testing requirements that will foster and
permit competition, the agency must do so, see Pacifl.C Sky Supply Inc., B
227113, Aug. 24, 1987, 87-2 CPD TI 198, we think it is entirely reasonable, d"..
pending on the circumstances, for an agency to delay developing such require
ments until it actually receives a proposed alternate and the necessary technl
cal data to evaluate it. See Pacific Sky Supply Inc., B-227113, supra; B&H Air
craft Co., Inc., B-222565 et 01., Aug. 4, 1986, 86-2 CPD TI 143; TeQeom, Inc., B
224664, Dec. 22, 1986, 86-2 CPD TI 700.

The record here fails to establish that the Air Force reasonably could have de
vehped precise prequalification requirements or first article testing require
ments in sufficient time for Kitco to compete. The Air Force was not even able
to obtain the technical data from Hamilton Standard necessary to evaluate
Kitco's proposed alternate until approximately 1 month after Kitco submitted
its proposal, and, in any event, the agency was not at liberty to disclose the data
in the manner of specifications or precise qualification requirements. When
Kitco fmally submitted acceptable drawings, the agency reasonably determined
that testing was necessary. We previously have held that testing requirements
may be necessary to assure that items with no proven reliability do not contain
latent weaknesses relative to the qualified part. See Pacific Sky Supply, Inc., B
227113, supra.

As for the Air Force's failure to develop testing standards in time for Kitco to
compete, Kitco did not develop a prototype for testing or submit short-term test
ing data to show that its part might function satisfactorily until mid-June 1987,
leaving the agency without reasonable time to develop full testing require
ments. Moreover, when Kiteo submitted its test data, its drawings contained a
discrepancy from Hamilton Standard's drawings indicating a problem with the
part such that testing reasonably did not appear appropriate. Because the Air
Force needed to mak~ an award by July to prevent the depletion of its stock,
the agency properly proceeded on an urgent anrl compelling basis to award a
sole-source contract to the only known qualified source capable and willing to
provide the seal plates. See Pacific Sky Supply, Inc., B-225420, Feb. 24, 1987 87-1
CPD TI 206.

When the Air Force later recognized that the contract awarded to Parker Han
nifin included quantities of seal plates for which there was ample time to
permit Kitco to compete on the basis of a first article testing requirement, the
Air Force properly terminated that portion of the contract to allow Kitco an
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opportunity to compete. See Factech Corp., B-225989, Mar. 26, 1987, 87-1 CPD n
350.

Given that the Air Force properly determined that Parker Hannifin ",as the
only qualified source that could meet the agency's needs within the required
timeframe, the fact that Parker Hannifin's quotation was submitted after the
advertised due date had no adverse effect on the protester, and its acceptance
therefore was unobjectionable; Kitco could not have received the award in any
event.

Finally, Kitco protests the issuance of RFP No. F09603-87-R-1438, to procure the
terminated portion of the contract for seal plates. Although Kitco can compete
under this solicitation (which has a first nrticle testing requirement for new
sources), Kitco basically contends that the solicitation is improper because Kitco
should have received the award under the prior solicitation. This position is
without merit since we have already held that Kitco was not qualified for an
award under the solicitation request.

The protests are denied.

B·228071, December 3,1987
Procurement
Socio-Economic Policies
• Small Business 8{a) Subcontracting
II. Contract Awards
•• • Administrative Discretion
Contracting officer's determination not to agree to award of a section 8(8) contract to a finn pro
posed for debarment by the Department of Labor is within the agency's broad discretion in section
8(8) contracting and, therefore. is legally unobjectionable, where the agency did not violate applica
ble regulations, and there is no showing of fraud or bad faith on the part of government officials.

Matter of: Salazar Construction Company
Salazar C.onstruction Company protests the Department of the Na,ys refuasl to
award the firm a contract under invitation for bids (lFB) No. N62467-87-B-9018,
which was set aside for award under section 8(a) of the Small Business Act, 15
U.S.C. § 637(a) (1982 and Supp. III 1985).1 The lFB covered the relocation of the
installation post office at the Naval Air Station, Corpus Christi, Texas. We deny
the protest.

The Small Business Administration (SBA) originally proposed Salazar for nego
tiations as the 8(a) contractor for this procurement. Before award was made,
however, the Navy learned that Salazar had been proposed for debarment by

I Under the 8{a) program, the Small Business Administration enters into contracts with government ;'>!{'JDcies and
arranges for performance by awarding subcontracts to socially and economically disadvantaged small business
concerns.
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the Department of Labor (DOL) for violations of the labor provisions of the
Davis-Bacon Act, 40 U.S.C. §§ 276a to 276a-5 (1982). Upon receiving this infor
mation, the Navy became concerned about Salazar and informed the SBA that
;t was rejecting Salazar as the 8(a) contractor and would withdraw the procure
ment from the 8(a) program unless the SBA nominated a different firm. The
Navy a,,, ,>parenUy expressed the view that it was precluded by the Federal
Acquisition Regulation IFAR), 48 C.F.R. § 9.406-3(cX7) (1986), from awarding Sa
lazar u contract while its deharment was pending. Wi~hout objection, the SBA
proposed anot.her Sea} subcontractor, L&L Construction, for negotiations under
the 8(a) progra...".

Contrp.ctine officers, in their discretion, are authorized to award section 8(a)
contracts to the SBA based upon mutually agreeable terms and conditions.
FAR, 48 C.F.R. § 19.80HbXll; Universal Canvas, Inc., B-226996, June 5, 1987,87
1 ~PD TI 576. It is clear from the Small Business Act that whether any particu
br contract should be awarded under section 8(a), at least insofar as we are con
cerned here, is solely within the discretion of the procurement officers of the
govcf:tment. No firm has a right to have the government satisfy a specific pro-
curement need through the section 8(a) program or to receive the award of a
contract through the section 8(a) program. Sam Gonzales, Inc. -Reco1UJuu,rotwn,
B-22'i542.2, Mar. 18, 1987,87-1 CPD TI 306. Accordingly, absent a showing of p0s

sible fraud or bad faith or a failure to comply with regulationa, we ha-,e always
viewed contracting agency decisions to award or not to award a contract
through the section &a) program as legally unobjectionable and therefore not
subject to review under our bid orotest function. RAJ, Inc., B-222610, Aug. 5,
1986, 86-2 CPD n156.

Salazar protests that the Navy acted in bad faith by threatening to withdraw
the procurement from the 8(a) program if SBA did not nominate another 8(a)
concern, and that the Navy incorrectly interpreted (and thua failed to comply
with) the FAR as precluding award to Salazar based on its pending debarment.
Salazar argues that, since it had appealed the proposed debarment, the recom
mendation for debarment should not have been considered at all by the Navy in
deciding whether to contract with Salazar for this 8(a) contract. We reject these
arguments.

Section 9.406-3(c)(7) of the FAR provides that where an agency takes action to
debar a firm, the agency will not contract with the firm pending a final debar
ment decision. We agree with the protester that this provision did not apply
here to preclude contracting with Salazar, since a debarment under the Davis·
Bacon Act renders a firm ineligible for government contracts only after inclu
sion of its name on the Comptroller General's debarred bidders list, not while
the debarment is merely pending, as was the case here. See FAR, 48 C.F.R. §§
9.403 and 9.405(b). While we agree, however, that the Navy was not precluded
by regulation from contracting with Salazar, the Navy also was not required
by this or any other regulation-to contract with Salazar merely because the
firm had been nominated by the SBA. Thus, the Navy's refusal to contract with
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Salazar under the section 8(a) program did not constitute a violation of regula
tions.
To show that contracting agency officials acted in bad faith, the protester has
the heavy burden of presenting irrefutable proof that these officials had a spe
cific and malicious intent to injure the protester. See Ernie Green Industries.
Inc., B-222517, July 10, 1986, 86-2 CPD U54. Salazar has not met this burden.
The record shows that the NflVY's refusal to contract with Salazar was based on
its interpretation of the FAR and an underlying unwillingness to contract with
Salazar while its debarment was still pending. We see nothing imprope. m this
motivation; we think it is well within the contracting agency's broad discretion
not to contract under the 8(a) program with a firm that has been proposed for
debarment.

Salazar has presented letter affidavits fro,n a subcontractor stating that tbe
contracting officer at the Naval Air Station has expressed personal animosity
for Salazar; has stated that he will not contract with Salazar in the future; and
has threatened to de~ay the subcontractor's professional engineering approval in
the state if the firm continues performing work for Salazar. Th, contracting of
ficer, in a responding affidavit, has categorically denied all of the subcontrac
tor's allegations, asserting that he never stated he would not contract with Sala
zar, and explaining that, while he did withdraw his recommendation of the sub
contractor for professional approval, he did so based on his view that a principal
of the firm had been involved in an improper conflict-of-interest, not because of
any involvement of the firm with Salazar.

The subcontractor's statements are unsupported by documentation in the
record, and appear to have been solicited by Salazar for the purpose of this pre>
test. Under these circumstances, the statements do not constitute the virtually
irrefutable proof necessary to establish fraud or bad faith on the part of con
tracting officials.

The protest is denied.

B-228914, December 3, 1987
Procurement

Sealed Bidding
• Bid Guarantees
•• Responsiveness
••• Contractors
EiI••• Identification
Where corporation submits bid in assumed trade name registered prior to bid opening, official docu
mentation of such registration submitted after bid opening, which existed and was publicly avail
able prior to bid opening, adequately identified corporation as party that would be legally bound by
bid; therefore. bid is responsive and award to corporation would be proper.
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Macter of: Cotlnrod & Associates
Coonrod & A.>sociates, by their agent Priscidon Enterprieea, Inc., protests the
p~nding award of a contract to Plano Bridge & Culvert for construction modern
ization of barracks at Fort Riley, Kansas, under invitation for bids (IFIl) No.
DACA41-87-B-I042, issued by the United States Army Corpa of Engineera.. Coon
rod contends that Plano's bid should be rejected as nonresponsive, as the fIrm
was not a legal entity that could be bound to perform a contract. We deny the
PI'Otest.

The low bid was submitted in the name of Plano Bridge & Culvert, Fort Worth,
Texas, and was signed by Don L. Hanson, as president. The bid indicated that
the bidder was owned or controlled by a parent company, Hanson Construction
Company of Washington, Iowa, and gave the parent company's (Hanson Con
struction's) employer identifIcation number. The bid also indicated that the
bidder operated as a fIrm incorporated under the laws of Iowa. Additionally, a
bid bond was submitted in the name of Pla!lO as the principal,

The protester initially complained that Plano;" not an existing legal entity in
corporated in Iowa, as stated in the bid, and is therefo' ....eligible to receive the
award. The agency stated in its report, however, that Olano's parent company,
Hanson Construction, is an Iowa corporation, and that. Plano does not exist as a
separate legal entity, but is an assumed trade name ftled with the Office of the
Secretary of the State of Texas on April 5, 1982, for the purpose of registering
Hanson Construction's business operation in that state. After receiving this in
formation, Coonrod altered its protest, now maintaining that Plano did not, as
required by the state, m~ with the county in which it does business, and that
the bidding entity therefore is nonexistent and cannot be bound to a contract.
The protester recognizes that Hanson Constructio" '3 an existing Iowa corpora
tion, but argues that award could not properly be made to Hanson because it
was not the bidder. Accordingly, the protester maintains that the Plano bid
should be rejected as nonresponsive.

The protester correctly argues that in general a contract cannot be "warded to
any entity other than the one which submitted the bid. While this rule general
ly applies in situations where it is not clear from the face of the bid which of
two or more legal entities is the bidder, it does not automatically prohibit an
award in cases where, as here. a bidder merr.!ly uses a trade name instead of its
formal corporate name in the bid. Where 8 trade name is used, but it is possLle
to identify the actual bidder with suffIci.nt certainty that it would not be able
to avoid the obligatioll of its bid, acceptance of the bid is proper. Ebsco Interiors,
B-205526, Aug. 16, 1982. 82-2 CPD ~ 130; see also Moore ServiJ:e, Inc., B-212054,
Dec. 6, 1983, 83-2 CPD ~ 648. Evidence existing and publicly available at tJ::te
time of bid opening may be submitted after bid opening and prior to award to
establish the bidder's u.· of the trade name. See id; Jack B. Imperiole Fence Co.
Inc., B-203261, Oct. 26, 1981,81-2 CPD ~ 339.

The record here suffIciently identilles Plano as essentially the same entity as
Han.on Construction so that the bid submitted by Plano would legally bind
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Hanson. Evidence pxisting at the time of bid opening and publicly available, in
the form of the Assumed Name Certificate filed in Texas, indicates that Plano
is simply a trade name for Hanson Construction. The Small Business Adminis~

tration confirmed this, and the fact that Plano is not a separate legal entity, in
a September 11, 19H7, small business size determination. Moreover. the bid iden~

tified the bidder as an Iowa corporation, further indicating that Hanson Con~

struction was the underlying hidding entity. As for the fact that the bid was
submitted in the name of Plano, we have recognized that a corporation can
carry all businesb under a name other than its legal name without affecting its
legal obligation. See Las Piedras Construction Corp., B-208555.2, Dec. 27, 1982,
H2-2 CPD ~ 579. Under these circumstances, the fact that Plano rna:' not have
made certain filmgs with Texas state offices is irrelevant. The bid is responsive
and properly may be accepted for award.

The protest is denied.

r:"~"'!=~--"-""'-""--""'-""~""'~'- ;r.:; ...

13_'_-1_29650,.Dec.e"'_ber_4,_1_9_87_ . ---, _
Al'pro~ri"tio-"s/Financial Ma!'ugemenl _
Appropriatiun Availability
[) PurpO!'~e Availability
SO Permanent/Indefinite Appropriation
Cl 0 EJ Travel Expenses

Balannng of congrt>sslonal travel dp8ring account 0"1 the books of the Department of the Treasury
Financial Managf'mt'nt Service where clearing account wns not reimbursed with funds appropriated
to thle' ('ongrpss for that purpose by charging permanent appropriation enacted after travel expenses
WE'rE- H1curn·d l~ author1u.·d by <! US.C § 102a, which provides that unpaid obligations which are
mon' than:! fiscal yl'urs old and which are chargeable to withdrawn unexpended balances of con·
g-resslOnal accounts art' to be liquidated with current appropriations for the same purpose.

Matter of: Department of Treasurv-Disposition of Congressional
Travel Account 3:alance

The Director of the Finance Division, Financial Management Service, Depart..
ment of the Treaoury <Service) has requested this Office to grant it "write-off
authonty" fL some $339,821.80 1 account 20A1510, Congt°essional Travel. The
amount represents travel expenses incurred for congressional travel in foreign
countries between May 1977 and September 1978, which have been on the Serv~

ice's books since that time. As explained below, we conclude that the amount in
question may be charged to the permanent indefinite appropriation for congre8~

sional foreign travel established under 22 U.S.C. § 1754(b).

In May 1977, we issued a decision <B-129650, May 11, 1977) to the Department of
the Treasury which held th~t there was no authority for the then current prac
tice of financing congressional foreign travel expenses by using dollars from
Treasury miscellaneous receipts or from the Commodity Credit Corporation re.
volving fund to purchase foreign currencies. As a result of that decision, the
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Service terminated the unauthorized practice and established new procedures
for funding congressional foreign !Tavel expenses, effective as of May ?:T, 1977.

Under the new procedures, congressional travel costs were to be charged initial
ly to a clearing account on the books of the Service (20AI510). Costs were then
subsequently to be cleared through reimbursements from funds appropriated to
the Congress, leaving a zero balar .:e.

This procedure was followed until September 1978, when the Congress enacted
the International Secllrity Assistance Act of 1978. That Act established a per
manent indefinite apprvpriation to fmance congressional travel, thereby ending
the use of the Service's clearing account procedure. The permanent appropria
tion is found at 22 U.S.C. § l754(bKIKC).

However, a balance remains in account 20A1510 for the period of May 1977
through September 1978, for several reasons. The Service could not identify out
standing charges for billing purposes because the necessary supporting docu
mentatiou was lacking, amounts stated on supporting documents did not match
amounts charged to the clearing account, travel reports did not agree with
amounts charged to accou"t 20A1510, or amounts stated on supporting docu
ments were listed in foreign currency with no dollar equivalent given.

The Service and the State Department have been trying to resolve the outstand
ing balance without success. After concluding that all other m2ans of resolution
were pxhaust.ed, the Sl?rvice, with the State Department's concurrence, referred
the matter to us

Although the qU&L!on was framed in terms of "writing off' the balance, the
issue as we see it, at least in the first instance, is the availability of the perma·
nent appropriation established by 22 U.S.C. § 1754(b)(I)(C). Only if there is no
appropriation against which the balance can properly be charged would the con
cept of "writing off' come into play.

In this case, it was originally contemplated that, during the approximately 15
months prior to enactment of the permanent appropriation that the clearing acw

count was in operation, balances representing congressional foreign travel
during that period would be cleared by reimbursements from funda appropri
ated to the Congress for that purpose. However, this could not be accomplished
for the reasons noted above. Ordinarily, an appropriation (including a perma
nent appropriation) may o..,t be charged with an obligaticn incurred prior to its
enactment. All of the ~xp"nditures reflected in the clearing account balance oc
curred prior to enactment of the permanent appropriation.

However, there is a statute that provides the key to resolvbg this problem.
Under 2 U.S.C. § 102a, unpaid obligations which are Illore than 2 fiscal years
old and which are chargeable to vrithdrawn llnexpended balances of congres
sional accounts are to be liquidated "from any appropriations for the same gen
eral purpose, which, at the time of payment, are available for disbursement."
This statute clearly permits liquidation of prior year ohligations of congression
al accounts from funda currently available for the same purpose. The perma-
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nent appropriation established by 22 U.S.C. § 1754(b) has, since September 1978,
been available to fund congressional foreign travel, in place of the congressional
appropriations used when the outstanding balance which is the subject of Treas
ury's request arose. Accordingly, liquidating that balance by means of a charge
to the permanent appropriation is authorized by 2 U.S.C. § 102a.

The permanent appropriation is carried on Treasury's books in the form of two
accounts: 00XOI88(0l), Congressional Use of Foreign Currency-senate, and
00X0488(0l), Congressional Use of Foreign Currency-House of Representatives.
The balance should be charged to these accounts in equal amounts unless infor
mation available to the Treasury Department supports some other allocation.

B-228871, December 7, 1987
Procur.cm~nt=--------------------
Sealed Bidding
• Ambiguous Bids
•• Determination Criteria
In a firm, fixed-price requirements contract, bid was not ambiguous, and agency's rejection of it as
nonresponsive was improper where bidder inserted in its b;·l a notation providing for a discount to
the government, and where, even without the discount, bidll\ir is lowest, responl'ible bidder.

Procurement
Sealed Bidding
.Bids
•• Responsiveness
••• Determination Criteria
To be responsive, a bid must represent an unequivocal 0, i'er to provide the product or service as
specified in the invitation for bids, so that accept.ance of the bid will bind the contractor to meet the
government's needs in all significant respects.

Matter of: Rusty's Services

Rusty's Services protests the rejection of its apparent low bid as nonresponsive
and the award to Geisman Seeding Service (Geisman), under invitation for bids
(IFB) No. DAKF06-87-B-0083, issued by the Department of the Army. The con
tract is for fertilizing, seeding and mulching designated areas located within the
geographical boundaries of the Pinon Canyon Maneuver Site, Fort Carson, Colo
rado. Performance of the contract has been suspended pending our decision on
the protest.

We sustain the protest.

The IFB contemplates the award of a firm, fixed-price requirements contract.
The terms of the contract comprise a base I-year contract with two I-year op
tions. Schedules I, 1I, and lII, which represent the base year and the two I-year
options, respectively, contain five line items each. The solicitation provided an
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estimate of the acreage covered under each line item and required a unit and
total price for each line item. The aggregate price for schedules I, n, and III
cOlUltitutes the total price of the bid upon which award was based. In schedule
III of the protester's bid, an asterisk was placed next to each line item price.
The asterisks referred to a note nt the bottom of schedule III which read:

Ir RUSTY'S SERVlC~ is awurdl!d this contract the second one year option (schedule lID will be
performed in the quantities Gtnted above (or plU9 10 percent) at no coot to the government-via an
escrow established by D. deduction of $20.611.45 Crom the fmal settlement Crom schedule II.

Rusty's total aggregate bid for schedules I, II, and III was $349,640, 88 compared
to GeiDman's bid of $476,291, approximately a $73,000 difference (not including
Rusty's offered discount). However, the contracting officer determined that the
notation qualified Rusty's bid price, making it ambiguous. We frod that the
agency's rejection of Rusty's bid was improper.

In order to be responsive. a bid as submitted must represent an unequivocal
offer to provide the product or service as specified in the IFB, 80 that its accept
ance will bind the contractor to meet the government's needs in all significant
respects. Hir! Telecom Co., B-222746, July 28, 1986, 86-2 CPD n 121. Here,
Rusty's submitted unit prices for each of the 15 lino items listed in the schedule,
as well as a total aggregate price for schedules I, II, qnd III, as required by the
!FB. The prices offered were unequivocally firm and bound Rusty's to the tenns
of the contract. Rusty's olTere" discount for schedule III was neither a qualifica
tion of the bid n Jr a deviation from the IFB's requirement of a firm price ofTer.
The Army argues that the phrase, "... (or plus 10 percent)..." of the notation
is subject to various interpretations. However, it is important to reiterate that
the notation refers solely to a discount and does not affect the firm, fixed-price
status of Rusty's offer.

The Army disLi"guishes th~ instant case from Sierra EngilUlering Co., B-185265,
May 26, 1976, 55 Comp. Gen. 1146 '/6-1 Cpr;: n342, in which we held that a bid
containinll an ambiguous price term is acceptable where the bid would be low
under any interpretation and where, as a result thereof, no prejudice could
inure to other bidders. The Army contends that unlike the Sierra bid, which
was responsive under either interpretation. Rust-y's price, under one interpreta
tion, is not responsive to the requirement of a firm, flXed price. The Army fur
ther contends that Rusty's bid was a contingent discount and did not establish a
specific price reduction. We do not agree that the contingency renders the bid
nonresponsive.

The only reasonable interpretation of the bid as a whole in that Rusty's intend
ed to be bound by its firm offer. The only effect the "contingency" could have
would be to further reduce R11Sty'S bid price, not increase it. Therefore, the COn

tingency is inelevant in the evaluation of the bid and Rusty's is the low bidder
entitled t<: Lhe award.

We, therefore, recommend that the contract awarded to Geisman be terminated
and that the award be made to Rusty's if the firm is found to be responsible. 4
C.F.R. § 21.6(a) (1987).
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;JJ;.224027.lii'DeCelitber 8, 1987
~PrOcuienient '
co,;....tIii;.e Negotiation
'. niKiu8iciit ReOpe,w.'- . .,'.- '. g
••COmpellllve 818lem Integrity

. •••'GAO necl.lons
I•••• ~mmeridatioil8

'PrOcurement
CJ';ili",tiiireNegotiation
.-Di8CU8.1,~,~·Reopening
.IiPropriety
••• B~t/FlnaJOffers
••••Competillve Ranges
AgeIlC"/ did not abuse its discretion by requesting best and rmal offers after reopening De&otiationa
pursuant to recommendation by the G1!oneral Accounting Office.

Procurement
Bid Proleots
• GAO Procedures
••froleot Timelln...
••• Ill-nay Rule
Allegation ftrBt re.iBed in comments 00 the agency report is untimely where not filed within 10
working daya of when the basis for the allegation waa known or abould have been known; eeparate
pounds of protest 888erled after 8 protest has been flied must independenUy satisfy the timeline.
requirements of Bid Protest Regulations.

Matter of: OMNI Internatlo"al Distributol'll, Inc.
oMNl International Distributors, Inc., (OMND protests the award of a contract
to Climb High Inc. under request for proposals (RFP) No. DAKF31-ll6-R-OI38,
issued by the Department of the Army for Bki bindings. We deny the protest.

In June 1986, the Army issued solicitations for VariollB kinde of Bki equipment,
including ski bindings. When the contract for Bki bindings WBB awarded to
OMNI, two other offerors, East Norco J"i.nt Venture and-Ramer Products Ltd.,
protested the rejection of their proposa'. 88 technically uns.....ptable. In East
Norco Joint Venture, et aI., B-224022, et al., Jan. 5, 1987, 87'1 CPD fi 6, qffd,
Department of the Army, et al., B-224022.2, et aI., Apr. 9, 1987, 87-1 CPD V389,
we sllBtained the protests on the basis that the Army had acted improperly by
«questing samples from OMNI while evaluating Ramer and Norco on the basis
of previollBly-purchased bindings that Ramer's proposal indicated Juld. been spe
cifically modified in critical areas. We recommended that the agency "extend to
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Ramer and Norco the same opportunity it afforded OMNI of submitting samples
of the bindinb'S that they are proposing .... If appropriate, the Army should
terminate the protested contract and award a new one.Jl

The Army thereupon solicited samples from, and opened negotiations with, all
at tl:C' original offerors, including those, such as Climb Hi~h. whose initial pro
posals bed previously been found technically unacceptable. As a result of discll&
sion8, the agency determined that its previous evaluation of Climb High's pro
posal was in error. After receipt of best and final offers (BAFOs), the agency
terminated its contract with OMNI for the convenience of the government and
made award to Climb High on August 18. OMNI then filed this protest with our
Office.

Noting that our recommendation for corrective action did not specifically call
for the Army to request a round of BAFOs, OMNI contends thst the agency's
request created an impermissible auction under the Federal Acquisition Regula
tion (FAR), 48 C.F.R. § 15.610(d) (1986), because the prices initially offered by
OMNI and several of the other offerors, but not Climb High, had been disclosed
during the prior bid protests Further, OMNI claims that it was unaVlare that
the agency had requested a BAFO from Climb High, since that firm's initial
proposal had been found technically unacceptable; had it known of Climb High's
participation in the reopened negotiations, OMNI states, it would have offered a
different BAFO.

The details of implementing one of our recommendations for corrective action
are within the sound discretion and judgment of the contracting agency. Fururw
u.s.A.. Inc.-Request for Recoru;ideration, 8-2218J.1.2, June 10, 1986,86-1 CPD V
540. Here, the Army's reopening of discussions to review offerors' bid samples
was consistent with our recommendation and well within the agency's discre
tion. Where Buch dltll,.ll.5Sions are held, offerors must be afforded an opportunity
to submit re\ised proposals. See FAR, 48 C.F.R. § 15.610<cX5). See Pan Am Su~

port Services, Inc.-Request for Recoru;ideration, 8-225964.2, May 14, 1987, 66
Comp. Gen. 457, 87-\ CPD ~ 512; Roy F. Weston, Inc.-Request for Reconsider
ation, B-221863.3, Sept. 29, \986, 86-2 CPD V364. In any case, possible prejudice
to OMNI from the exposure of its original offer was ameliorated by the passage
of time (approximately 1 year) between the submission of the original offer, July
1986, and the new closmg date for receipt of BAFOs, July 20, 1987. A1J for
OMNI's claim that it was unaware that Climb High had been included in the
competitive range for purposes of the new BAFOs, this provides no basis for
questio:ling the award, since the procurement regulations generally prohibit an
agency from disclosing the identity of other offerars. FAR, 48 C.F.R. § 15.413.

In oomments on the agency report med on October Wand additional comments
filed on November 12, OMNI alleged for the first time that: (1) the Army acted
improperly in considering for award an offeror-Climb High-whose initial pro-
posal originally had been found to be technically unacceptable; (2) Climb High's
proposed ski bindings failed to conform to certain mandatory solicitation re
quirements concerning the release mechanism for separating the boot fram the
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ski in the event of an accident; and (3) the agency improperly failed to consider
the cost of terminating OMNI's contract when evaluating BAFOe.

Our Bid Protest Regulations require that protests be filed not later than 10
working days after the basis of protest is known or should have been known,
whichever is earlier. 4 C.F.R. § 21.2(aX2) (1987). New and independent grounds
of protest asserted after a protest has been filed must independently satisfy the
timeliness requiwments. U"iliersal Shipping Co., Inc., B-223905.2, Apr. 20, 1987,
87-1 CPD V424. We sUited in our prior decisions that all of the proposals except
those of OMNI and another offeror (other than Climb High) had been found to
be technically unacceptable. In its initial August 26 protest of the award to
Climb High, OMNI alleged that the ski bindings offered by Climb High did not
meet a mandatory specification; although subsequently abandoned, this allega·
tion indicates that OMNI was aware of the ski bindings being offered by Climb
High, and thus of the basis for an allegation that they did not meet other speci·
fications, no later than the filing of its initial protest. Likewise, since OMNI had
not filed a claim for termination costs when award was made to Climb High,
OMNI knew Or should have known when it filed its initial protost that the
agency had not considered termination costs in evaluating BAFOE ccordingly,
these additional grounds of protest, first raised more than 10 working days after
OMNI knew or should have known the basis for them, are untimely.

The protest is denied.

B-228428.2. December 10, 1987
Procurement

Bid Protests
• GAO Procedures
•• Agency Notification

Dismissal of protest for failure to furnish contracting agency with a protest copy within 1 day of
ftling i.e affirmed since requirement is not satisfied by fact that protester had filed an agency·level
protest and orally notified agency that agency-level protest and General Accounting Office protest
were the 8llme.

Matter of: Vaisala Inc.-Request for Reconsideration

Vaisala Inc. requests reconsideration of our October 27, 1987, dismissal of its
protest of the requirements contained in request for proposals (RFP) No.
NOOI40·87·R·5095, issued by the Navy Regional Contracting Center (NRCC),
Philadelphia. '.Ye dismissed the protest because Vaisala failed to furnish the
designated contracting agency personnel with a copy of its protest within 1 day
after that proto..t was filed with our Office as required by our Bid Protest Regu·
lations, 4 C F. (. § 21.1(d) (1987).

We affirm our dismissal.
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Vaisala originally filed its protest with NRCC by letter of September 17. NRCC
denied this protest by letter of September 24. Vaisala then filed its protest, ap
parently based on the same grounds, with our Office on October 6. However,
Vaisala did not file a copy of this protest with NRCC. On the basis of these
facts, we dismissed the protest.

Vaisala requests reconsideration on the basis that its failure to provide NRCC
with a copy of the protest fIled with our Office did not prejudice NRCC in the
preparation of its report since that protest was identical to the one originally
filed with NRCC. F'urther, the protester states that after it filed its protest with
our Office, it advised legal counsel at NRCC that its two protests were identical.

We require a protester to furnish a copy of its protest to the contracting officer
within I day of its filing with us so that the contracting agency haa an adequate
opportunity to prepare its report. Gilbert-Tucker Associates, Inc.-Request for
Reconsideration, B-220731.2, Nov. 12, 1985, 85-2 CPD ~ 541. Even though Vaisala
contends that it raised the same issues in its protest to our Office aa it had in
ita previous protest to the agency, 1 the agency·level protest cannot be consid
ered to have satisfied the requirement in 4 C.F.R. § 21.1(d) since without a copy
of the protest WaUl' Office the agency cannot know whether it. administrative
report in response to the protest must address the same or different issues aa
those raised before it. Trinity Machinery & Associates, Inc.-Request for Recon
sideration. B-221653.2, May 15, 1986, 86-1 CPD ~ 465. Regarding Vaisala'B con
tention that it had orally informed NRCC of the bases of its protest to our
Office, NRCC advises us that Vaisala did not inform it of the protest grounds
until 10 daya after the protest was fIled with our Office. In any event, even if
the oral notice were timely, we do not believe that such an oral representation
is a reliable or adequate substitute for the requirement for actual receipt of a
protest copy by the contracting activity within 1 day of flling the proteBt. See
Canvas & Leather Bag Co. Inc., B-227889.2, July 24,1987,87-2 CPD ~ 89.

Our dismissal is affirmed.

B·156267, December 11, 1987
d;ivilion Personnel

L--...aves of Absence
II Administrative Leave
llifll Use
[Illij l!] Administrative Discretion

This Office would not object to Department of Housing and Urban Development exercising adminis
trative discretion in authorizing short periods of administrative leave {or employee to participate in
research project at Public Health Service. National Institutes of Health (NIH). Although it is gener~

ally not within the discretion of an agency to grant administrative leave for a lengthy period of

I The protester MWlllot provided us a copy of ita September 17 protest to the agency.
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time. each agency has the responsibility for determining situations in which administrative leave
will be granted for brief absences.

Matter of: Department of Housing and Urban Development Employee
Administrative Leave

The Director, Personnel Systems and Payroll Division, U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD), requests our opinion on whether an
employee of HUD may be granted administrative leave by the agency to partici
pate approximately 3 days a month in a ca'ncer research effort being conducted
by the National Cancer Institute of the Public Health Service, National Insti
tutes of Health (NIH). We find that the granting of brief periods of administra
tive leave each month to this federal employee is consistent with the available
guidance for granting administrative leave to employees.

Dr. Peter A. Thompson, the employee's attending physician with the National
Cancer Institute, reports that the employee is engaged in a scientific protocol
being run by the National Cancer Institute to investigate breast cancer in men.
This is a very rare clinical entity and the employee's consent to participate in
this study is, according to Dr. Thompson, lla great service to the scientific com
munity in general and to other patients with male breast cancer specifically."
As a result, on behalf of the National Cancer Institute, Dr. Thompson concludes
that the brief periods of time each month spent by the employee in the thera
peutic trial should not be charged against him as sick leave but rather consid
ered part of a cooperative effort between HUD and the NIH. In addition, the
employee's immediate supervisor has determined that the employee's perform
ance would benefit from his participation in the protocol and therefore recom
mends that the employee be granted short periods of administrative leave, an
ticipated to be about 3 days a month during the next year's phase of treatment.
However, the agency is concerned that a decision of this Office, B-156287, June
26, 1974, precludes granting administrative leave to employees participating in
a voluntary humanitarian project sponsored by a nonprofit organization. As a
result, the agency requests a determination regarding the appropriateness of
granting administrative leave to the employee, and also asks whether adminis
trative leave in this case may be granted retroactively.

There is no general statutory authority for what is referred to as administrative
leave, that is, an excused absence from duty without loss of pay and without
charge to other paid leave. Nevertheless, it has been recognized that, in the ab
sence of specific statutory authority, the head of an agency may, in certain situ
ations, excuse an employee for brief periods of time without a charge to leave or
loss of pay. Some of the more common situations in which agencies generally
excuse absence without a charge to leave are discussed in the Federal Personnel
Manual (FPM) Supplement 990.2, Book 630, Subchapter SII. See also 5 C.F.R. §
610.304 (1986), which provides certain standards for excused absences by admin
istrative order for government employees paid at a daily, hourly or piece work
rate. None of the examples, however, in either FPM Supplement or 5 C.F.R. §
610.305 is applicable here.
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Each agency has the responsibility for determining situations in which adminis
trative leave will be granted. 54 Comp. Gen. 706 (975); 53 Comp. Gen. 582
(974). However, Our decisions and OPM's guidelines limit an agency's discretion
to grant administrative leave to situations involving brief absences. Elmer DeR
itter. Jr.. 61 Compo Gen. 652 (982). Where absences are for a lengthy period of
time. a grant of administrative leave is not appropriate unless the absence is in
connection With furthering a function of the agency. 63 Comp. Gen. 542, 544
(1984); DeRitter. supra, 61 Comp. Gen. at 653. Thus, in the absence of statutory
authority, we would not approve a proposal under which absences would be
granted for extended periods of time. See also 44 Compo Gen. 333 (1964); 53
Comp. Gen. 1054 11974); and Frederick W Merkle, Jr., B-200015, Nov. 17,1980.
In the case cited by the agency here, B-I56287, June 26, 1974, we held that an
employee could not be granted 6 weeks administrative leave for the purpose of
engaging in voluntary humanitarian work for a privately supported ol'ganiza·
tion. Although we noted that absence from duty for the purpose of working vol
untarily for a private relief organizatIon was not one of the circumstances cov·
ered by existing authorities, our conclusion in that case was based on a finding
that a single period as long as 6 weeks could not be considered a "brief period"
"Tit-hin the meaning of aU available guidance for reviewing administrative leave
requests.

The record in this employee's case demonstrates that his unfortunate affliction
makes him 'lniquely situated to participate for brief periods in a therapeutic
trial that both his agency, HUD, and the NIH readily agree is a humanitarian
effort to advance the health sciences. As a result, we believe that the BUD'.
decision to allow the employee to participate in a NIH therapeutic trial for 3
days a month in a cancer research effort being run by the National Cancer In
stitute is consistent with the broad framework of decisions of this Office and the
FPM Supplement addressing the discretionary agency review of administrative
leave requests. The briefness of the period of administrative leave each month
distinguishes the employee's case from our earlier decision in B-156287, June 26,
1974. Accordingly, we hold that the employee may be granted administrative
leave in the circumstances of this case.

Finally, since employing agencies are vested with a discretionary authority to
determine the basis upon which an employee is officially excusable, either
before or after his absence, without charge to his annual or sick leave) we find
that the retroactive change from sick leave to administrative leave for the brief
periods covering the employee's participation in the National Cancer Institute's
therapeutic trial would be proper. 53 Comp. Gen. 582, supra.
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B·226553;December 11, 1987
Appropriations/Financial Management
Claims by Government
• Propeny Damages
••Claim Settlement
•••Funds
••••U.e

Funds recovered from a contractor's insurance company in settlement of a claim by the government
againSt the contractor for damage to government property may not be considered as a refund and
credited to the agency's appropriations. but muat be deposited into the Treasury.

Matter of: Defense Logistics Agency-Disposition of Funds Paid in
Settlement of Contract Acl;,on
The Chief, Accounting and Finance Division, Defense Construction Supply
Center, Defense Logistics Agency, Columbus, Ohio, has requested our decisj~n

on whether certain fundE1, which were paid by a contractor's insurance company
in settlement of the government'. claim for damages to its property caused by
the contractor's negligent performance, may be used to fund three contracts to
correct or repair thr; damage. We conclude that fundE1 paid on behalf of a con
tractor to settle a claim by the government for damages may not be used to
repair damages caused by the contractor. FundE1 recovered from damage claims
must be deposited in the Treasury.

The Defense Const.ruction Supply Center entered into a contract in the amount
of $150,800 with Hatfield and J & L Electric of Columbus, Ohio, a joint venture,
on September 30, 1985, for the instellation of a 400 KVA uninterrupted power
supply system to provide uninterrupted power to equipment installed in a com
puter center. During the installation, certain electrical connections were incor
rectly made which caused extensive damage to some of the computer software
and peripheral equipment. Contracts in the amount of $101,725 were entered
into with three other contractors to repair the damage. The insurance company
for the original contractor paid the government $114,934.14 to settle all claims
associated with the negligent performance. The Disbursing Officer at the Supply
Center deposited the proceeds of the settlement into his suspense fund pending
a ruling from this Office on the proper disposition of the proceeds.

The general rule concerning the crediting of collections to appropriation and
fund accounts is based on the requirements of 31 U.S.C. § 3302 (1982) and is set
forth in title 7, section 12 of the GAO Policy and Procedures Manual for Guid
ance of Feckral Agencies, and readE1 as follows:

12.1 CREDITING COLLECTIONS TO APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTS

The general rule with respect to collections from sources outside the Government is that all moneys
received for the use of the United States shall be turned in to the Treasury as general fund receipts
and can '.Ie withdrawn only in consequence of appropriations made by Law (art. I, sec. 9, cl. 7 of the
Constitution). Refunds, as defined in this section, are to be credited to appropriation accounts. How~
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eV(lr. other collections from outside sources can be credited to appropriation accounts only if specifi·
cally authorized by law.

• • • • •
Refunds are returrul of advances. collections for overpayments made, adjustments for previous
amounts disbursed. or recovery of erroneous disbursements from appropriation or fund accounta
that are directly related to, and reductions of, previously ree.'rded payments from the acc:ounta.

Under the terms and conditions set forth in this rule, funds recovered by a gov
ernment agency for da£nage to government property, unrelated to performance
required by the contract, cannot be credited to the appropriation available to
repair such property or other appropriation of the agency, but must be deposit
ed in the Treasury as general fund receipts pursuant to the requirements of 31
U.S.C. § 3302 (1982) so as not to constitute an unlawful augmentation of that
agency's appropriation.

On the other hand, the rule provides an exception for refunds which are de
scribed as adjustments for previous amounts disbursed. See, for example, 61
Comp. Gen. 537 (1982). This refund exception includes the situation where an
agency terminates a contract for default. Under a termination for default clause
contained in the standard government contract, the government can terminate
the contract when the contractor's performance fails to satisfy critical require
ments of the contract. The default clause provisions allow the government to
repurchase the terminated performance and charge the defaulted contractor for
any excess costs. This reprocurament arrangement became known as a replace-
ment contract. 60 Comp. Gen. 591, 593 (1981).

In the instant case, the original contractor performed all the work required
under the contract, Lut performed in a negligent manner which damaged the
government's e'lwpment. However, the Supply Center did not place the contrac
tor in default, and terminate his contract. It merely lodged a claim against him
to cover the cost of repairing the damage. The contractor completed his contract
and his insurance company settled the negligence claim for $114,934.14.

In accordance with title 7, section 12 of the GAO Policy and Procedures Manual
for Guidance of Federal Agencies, quoted above, funds received by an agency to
settle a claim for damages to government property shall be turned in to the
Treasury as general fund receipts. See 62 Comp. Gen. 678, 679 (1983). Such funds
cannot be considered a refund so as to constitute an exception to this general
rule, inasmuch as they do not represent the return of government funds previ
ously disbursed. Accordingly, the entire settlement of $114,934.14 must be depos
ited in the Treasury as general fund receipts.
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.B"228387; D~c:ember 11, 1987
Procurement
Sealed Bidding
• Bids
•• Responaivenes8
•• • Determination Criteria
A bid that included suggestions as to possible alternative methods of accomplishing the results de
sired by the agency did not take exception to any solicitation requirements, and thus improperly
was rejected as nonresponsive.

Procurement
Bid Protests
• GAO Procedures
••Preparation Costs

Procurement
Sealed Bidding
• Bids
•• Preparation Costs
Where a bid protest is sustained based on agency's improper rejection of the protester's bid, and the
contract in issue already has been performed. the protester is entitled to reimbursement of its bid
preparation costs and costs of pursuing the protest, including attorneys' fees.

Matter of: Electric Service Corp.
Electric Service Corp. protests the rejection of its bid as nonresponsive by the
Veterans Administration tvA) under invitation for bids (IFB) No. 455-81-87. The
solicitation sought bids for cleaning, disinfecting, and chlorinating an under
ground water reservoir at a VA medical center in Puerto Rico. The VA detar
mined Electric's bid to be nonresponsive because, in the agency's view, the firm
had qualified its bid by proposing an alternate method of performing the work
that was not in compliance with the IFB's specifications. In its administrative
report on the protest, however, VA takes the position that it improperly reject
ed the bid. We agree that Electric's bid was responsive, and sustain the protest.

The IFB's specifications required that the interior surfaces of the reservoir be
scrubbed with fiber floor scrub brushes or other approved tank cleaning brush
es. Electric submitted a bid to perform the work for $2,000. The bid also includ
ed suggestions that the VA should remove debris from a manhole over the rc&
ervoir before beginning work in the reservoir itself and that, "if authorized by
the government," the cleaning could be done more rapidly and efficiently with a
water pressure machine than with brushes. Although Electric's was the low bid,
the VA rejected it on the grounds that the suggestions in the bid constituted
conditions that modified the requirements of the solicitation, and therefore ren
dered the bid nonresponsive. Award was made to the second low bidder at a
price of $5,600.
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Where a firm's bid does not take exception to any of the m"...,rial requirements
of tbe solicitation, acceptance of the firm's bid obligates it to perform in accord
ance with the specifications. See Gemma CoMtruction Co., Inc., B-219733, Nov.
21, 1985, 852 CPD ~ 584, off'd, Nasuf Constructian Corp.-Reconsideratian, B
219733.2, Mar. 19, 1986, 86-1 CPD ~ 263. The position the VA takes in ita report
here is the correct one. There is nothing in Electric's bid that rellOOnab1y may
be construed as an attempt to avoid any of the terms of the solicitation; the
firm's suggestions as to alternative procedures clearly were only advisory.

Although the VA determined that Electric's bid was responsive, it nevertheless
permitted the awardee to continue performance,l and performance of the con~

tract now has been completed. Although we can make nO meaningful recom
mendation concerning the award, we find that Electric is entitled to recover its
bid preparation costs and the costs of pursuing its protest, including attorneys'
fees; Electric has demonstrated that but for the improper action on the part of
the VA it would have received the award. See Bid Protest Regulations, 4 C.F.R.
§ 21.6(e) (1987); Morton Management, Inc., B-224031, Jan. 8, 1987, 87-1 CPD ~ 32.
By separate letter, therefore, we are advising the Administrator of our fmding
that Electric is entitled to be reimbursed for its bid preparation costs and the
costs of pursuing the protest, including attorneys' fees. Electric should submit to
the VA the documeutation required to establish the amount to which it is enti
tled.

The protest is sustained.

B.229007, December 14, 1987
Procurement
Scaled Bidding
• All-or-None Bids
•• Evaluation
••• Propriety

An all or none bid qualification should be construed as restricting award to all or none of the line
items of a solicitation unless the context nnd circumstances indicate otherwiae.

Procurement
Seated Hidding
• An4or~None Bids
•• Evaluation
• • i1 Propriety
Where the language of a message sent to an agency plainly evinces an intent that an "all or none"
qualification contained in bid was intended to apply to the total quantities of an individu.a1 line

I The agency "'115 not requited to suspend performance under the proviBions of the Competition in Contracting Act
of 1984, 31 U-S.C §§ 3551-3556 (Supp. III 1985), Ilince Electric'e protftt WaR not filec. within 10 days a.ft.er the
awo.ni.
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item. rather than to all of the line items in the aggregate, the bidder may not subsequently revise
the qualification to suit its own purpose of receiving the award of all line items for which it bid.

Matter of: Kings Point Industries, Inc.

Kings Point Industries, Inc. protests the proposed split award of a contract for
Multi Line Loops under solicitation number DAKOI-87-B-AI48 issued by the
U.S. Army Troop Support Command.

We deny the protest.

The solicitation was issued as a toW small business set-aside for three different
contract line items, 0001AA, 0002AA, and 0003AA. The solicitation also incorpo
rated by reference the Federal Acquisition Regulation pr.ovision found at 48
C.F.R. § 52.214-10 (1986), which discusses two separate instances in which an of
feror might wish to qualify an offer. This provision states as follows:

The government may accept anv item or group of items of an offer, unless the offeror qualifies the
offer by specific limitations. U .s otherwise provided in the schedule, offers may be submitted for
quantities less than those ap(' ed. The government reserves the right to make an award on any
item for a quantity less than the quantity offered, at the unit cost or prices offered, unless the ofw
Ceror specifies otherwise in the offer.

Thus, under the language of the clause, a bidder could restrict the government's
right to award anything less than the specific group of items designated by the
bidder, or specific quantities within any given item as designated by the bidder.
These bid qualifications are generally designated as "all or none" qualifications.

Kings Point's bid consisted of its basic bid submission and a series of messages
sent and received prior to bid opening. The first message, dated May 12, 1987,
stated:

Reduce our prices as follows:

Item 0OO1AA by 14.77 each (Fourteen Dollars Seventy Seven Cents, Item 0002AA by 14.57 each
(Fourteen Dollars Fifty Seven Cents), Item 0003AA by 76.10 each (Seventy Six Dollars Ten Cents)

ALL OR NONE TO BE AWARDED

ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED

Kings Point's second and third messages do not affect the issue involved in this
case.

Four bids were received as follows:

Bidder

Air Systems
TOTAL (including 9,360.90 transportation)

Aero
TOTAL (including 24,085.69 transpol1ation)

Kings Pt
TOTAL (inclUding 18,985.32 transportation)
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Item 0001AA

243,318.S9

245.981.96

227,218.03

Item 0002AA

209,994.12

148,400.00

206.696.34

Item 0003AA

377,950.20
S40,624.11

354,738.20
773,203.85

3S5,294
838,193.69
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Pioneer
TOIAL (nO~~lr:'g transportation)

227,034.37 211,057.92 357,700
795,792.29

After bid opening, Kings Point protested to the agem'y that Pioneer was a large
business not entitled to any award under the set~aside. In a message written On
J-t..lne 4, 1987 to the contracting officer, Kings Point stated, H we are the respon
sive offiall business low bidder for item lAA. . .. Therefore, we protest any
award of this item to any firm other than ourselves...." Pioneer was found to
be a l"irge business, and its bid was rejected. Subsequently, Aero, the low re·
sponsive bidder for items n002AA and 0003AA, was determined not a responsi"
ble prospective contractor, leaving Kings Point as the low responsive bidder for
items OOOIAA and 0002AA (the Small Business Administration declined to issue
a certificate of competency for Aero), and Air Systems low for item 0003AA. The
Army proposes to award a contract to Kings Point for items OOOlAA and
0002AA, and to Air Systems for line item 0003AA, based on its low bid for that
item. Kings Point, however, the low bIdder on the aggregate of the three line
items, relies on its bid qualification "all or none to be awardedH to argue that it
should be awarded all three items.

Kings Point contends that the qualification "all or none to be awarded" should
be understood to mean "all line items or none to be awarded." The Army, how
ever, believes that the "all or none" qualification is subject to another interpre
tation restrictinr, award to all or none of the quantities of each of the three con
tract line items, as well as restricting the award to all of the line items.

We agree with Kings Point that in most circumstances, a reasonable interpreta
tion of its all or none qualification would be that it intended to limit award to
all or none with respect to the group of items. Here, however, Kings Point's
agency protest urging m- .lrd to it for a single line item contradicts that posi
tion. We think it is now disingenuous for Kings Point to argue that its purpose
in sending its original .June 4 protest was only to Hexcise Pioneer's nonrespon
sive bid which, under the lP..w, was not eligible for consideration." The plain
meaning of its statement "we protest any award of this item [OOlAA] to any
firm other than ourselves," in the face of its all or none qualification, could only
mean that it intended the qualification to apply on a line item rather than on
an aggregate basis. Within the context of the time the June 4 message was sent
(Kings Point was not the apparent low bidder on an aggregate basis), "excisingH

Pioneer's bid would have served no useful purpose other than to obtain award.
for the single item for which it was the apparent low bidder at the time.

'We believe that an "all or none" qualification should be construed as restricting
award to all or none of the line items, unless the context and circumstances in
dicate otherwise. See [.ometrics, Inc.. B-208898, Dec. 30, 1982, 82-2 CPD n588.
Here, Kings Point made clear that it was not, in fact, bidding on an all or none
basis in the aggregate. Kings Point should not now be permitted to revise the
<lall or none" qualification when it becomes convenient for its purposes. Under
the circumstances, we find that the contracting officer is correct in proposing to
split the award.

Page 13.t
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The protest is denied.

B·226640, December 15, 1987
Civilian Persollnel
Relocation
_Tax..
••Allowances
•••Eligibility

The Department of Agriculture request8 an opinion 88 to whether claims for Relocation Income Tax
(IUT) allowances may be paid to certain employees who were transferred from the United States to
the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico since the statutory authority in 5 U.S.C. § 5724b (Supp. m 1985)
does not specifically state that RIT allowances apply to poeseseions of the United States. The claims
may be paid since it is consistent with the intent of Congress that RIT allowances be extended to
federal employees transferred in the interest of the government to United States possessions and
the Co~onwealthof Puerto Rico in the same manner 88 thoee employees transferred within tha
United States. However, it will be necessary for the Administrator of General Services. in consulta
tion with the Secretary of the Treasury, to establiah the applicable marginal tax rate.

Matter of: Carlos Garcia, et al.-Application of Relocation Income Tax
Allowance
This decision is in response to a request by an authorized certifying officer of
the United States Department of Agriculture, National Finance Center, for an
opinion as to whether claims for Relocation Income Tax (RlT) allowances may
be paid to certain employees who were transferred from tbe United States to
the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico. We conclude that the claims may be paid
upon establishment by the General Services Administration of the applicable
marginal tax rate.

Background

With the enactment of section 118(aX7XAXi), Pub. L. 98-151, 97 Stat. 978, No
vember 14, 1983, as amended by section 12O{b), Pub. L. 98-473, 98 Stat. 1837,
1969, October 12, 1984, a new section was added to chapter 57, title 5, United
States Cc:!., to authoriZ<l agencies to reimburse transferred employees for the
additional income tax liability incurred by them as a result of certain relocation
expense reimbursements. This authority is contained in 5 U.S.C. § 57?Ab (Supp.
m 1985), and it provides as follows:

(8) Under such regulations as the President may prescribe and to the extent considered necessary
and appropriate, as provided therein. appropriations or other funds available to an agency for ad
miniBtrative expenses are available for the reimbursement of Bubstantially aU of the federal, state,
and local income taxes incurred by an employee, or by an employee and such employee's spouse (if
fJ.ling jOibtly), for any moving or storqe expenses furnished in kind, or for which reim.bu:rsement or
an allowance is provided (but only to the extent of the expenses paid or incurred), Reimbunements
Loder this subsection shall also include an amount equal to all income taxes for which the employt'3
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and spouse, as the ("ase may be, would be liable due to the reimbursement for the taxes referred to
in the first sentence of this subsection

(b) For the PUrp0St·s of t"is ,"-ection "moving or storage expenses" means travel and transportation
expenses /includmg storage of household goods and personal effects under section 5724 of this title)
and other relocation expenses under sections 5724a nnd 5724c 0 this title.

The President's authority to issue regulations concerning HIT allowances has
been delegated to the General Servicps Administration (GSA), in consultation
with the Secre' ry of the Treasury. See Exec. Order No. 12466, February 2:1,
1984, 3 U.S.C. § 301 note ISupp. III 1985). Thus. GSA issued implementing regu
lations on April 19, 1985, in Supplement 14 of the Federal Travel Regulations
lFTRJ, incorp. by ref. 41 C.F.R. § 101-7.Cu3 (1985). See also FTR Supplement 25,
May 26, 1987, implementing changes necessitated by the Tax Reform Act of
1986, Pub. L. 99-514, 100 Stat. 2085, October 22, 1986, 26 U.S.C. § 1 et seq.

All noted above, 5 U.S.C. § 5724b provides for reimbursement of substantially all
of the federal, state, and local income taxes incurred by an employee who is
transferred in the interest of the government. However, the cited statutory p"'o-
vision does not specifically refer to territories or possessions of the United
States or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico as being within its sphere of cover
age, nor do the implementing GSA regulations contain any reference to these
jurisdictions.

Since the Department of Agriculture has many employees transferred to the
territories and possessions of the United States as well as Puerto Rico, Agricul·
ture requested clarification of this issue from GSA. On behalf of GSA, the As
sistant Commissioner for Policy and Agency Liaison expressed the opinion that
there is no authority t-c reimburse employees for additional income taxes im
posed by United Ststes possessions. The basis for the opinion was that the law,
as amended, did not make any mention of income taxes imposed. by a United
States possession, nor was there any legislative history showing the intent of
Congress regarding income taxes imposed by United States possessions. Since
Agriculture hud specific claims, the GSA official recommended that they be re
ferred to our Office for a decision.

Thus, Agriculture has presented claims for reimbursement of RIT allowances
for three of its employees, Carlos Garcia, who was transferred from Hidalgo,
Texas, to San Juan, Puerto Rico, and Rose M. Brown and Robert J. Nadeau,
who were transferred from Uniontown, Pennsylvania, and Tulare, California, to
St. Croix and St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, respectivel

Opinion

We agree with GSA that section 5724b does not specifically refer to poBBe88ions
of the United States and that there is nothing in the legislative history that
would clarify this matter. However, it was the objective of the primary sponsors
of the bill. Representative Frank B. Wolf and Senator John Warner, that this
provision and several other changes made to the relocation statutes (providing
for relocation services, increasing the household goods weight allowance, etc.),
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would alleviate inequities and hardships which occur when a government em
ployee is transferred. Consistent with this theme, we believe that section 5724b
should be given a liberal interpretation. &e NSA Employees, B-2l9547, July 17,
1987, 66 Comp. Gen. 568.

Although section 5724b does not refer to territories or possessions of the United
States, it specifically refers in subsection (b) to other sections of the code for ap
plicability, in particular 5 U.S.C. § 5724a concerning reimbursement of reloca·
tion expenses for transferred employees. Section 5724a provides for reimburse
ment of subsistence expenses when the employee's new official station is located
within the United States, its territories or possessions, and the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico (subsection 5724a(3) ), as well as expenses of the sale or purchase
of a residence or the settlement of an unexpira<! lease when the old and new
official duty stations are located within the Umted States, its territories or p0s

sessions, and tlle Commonwealth of Puerto Rico (subsection 5724a(4XA) ). There
fort:', h; would seem consistent with the statutory language and legislative intent
that employees who are specifically authorized certain relocation expenses
when transferred to United States territories or possessions or to the Common
wealth of Puerto Rico likewise should be entitled to reimbursement of a RIT
allowance.

There are also certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code that we believe
support the conclusion that the RIT allowance should apply to employees who
are transferred to United States possessions and territories, and the Common
wealth of Puerto Rico. As pointed out by Agriculture, the federal income taxes
withheld from employees of the United States who are employed by an agency
in Guam or the Virgin Islands are paid into the treasuries of those possessions.
26 U.S.C. § 7654(d), as revised and amended by the Tax Reform Act of 1986.1

The same holds true for American Samoa and the Northern Mariana Islands.
26 U.S.C. § 7654(bX2). Further, section 7651, regarding the administration and
collection of taxes in possessions, provides in subsection 7651(2XB):

(B) Applicable laws. All provisions of the laws of the United States applicable to the administration,
collection. and enforcement of such tax (including penalties) shall. in respect of such tax, extend to
and be applicable in such possession of the United States in the same manner and to the same
extent as if such possession were a State, and as if the term "United States" when used in a geo
graphical sense included such possession.

Thus, for the purposes of the collection of federal income taxes imp<>.;ed on gov
ernment employees who work and reside in the possessions of the United
States, the possession is treated ...B a state.

Further, we note that GSA has defined a "tate income tax for purposes of reim
bursement for a RIT allowance in the FTR and has established marginal tax
rates for the 50 states and the District of Columbia. See FTR para. 2-11.5a and
Appendix 2-11A. No marginal tax rate has been established for the territories
and possessions of the Unj'ed States; however, GSA refers to the Internal Reve
nue Code for a definition of a state income tax, and that definition of a state tax

1 All further references to Title 26 are as amenr!ed by the Tux Reform Act of 1986.
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includes a tnx imposed by a possession of tbe United States. 26 U.S.C. §
164\0)(2). Thus, GSA's defmition appears to be too narrow in scope since, in
effect, the tro, deducted from the employee's salary in a poeeeeeion of the United
States takes on the character of a state tax by virtue of the fact that it is paid
into the treooury of that possession.

Az regards the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, we note that employees of the
United States and its agencies pay a federal income tax in the same manner as
residents of the United States. 26 U.S.C. § 933. We also note that 26 U.S.C. §
7701(d) states that where not otherwise distinctly expressed, references in the
Internal Revenue Code to possessions of the United States also refer to Puerto
Rico. Also, as previously stated, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico is specifical
ly referred to in 5 U.S.C. § 5724" for the purposes of reimbursement for nearly
all of the applicable relocation expenses.

Therefore, we believe that it is consistent with the intent of Congress that th'e
RIT allowance be el1tended to those federal employees who are transferred in
the interest of the government to United States poeeeeeions and the Common
wealth of Puerto Rico in the same manner as those employees transferred
within the United States. Although the tax rate for the poeeeeeione and the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico parallels the federal tax rate, we believe it will
he neeeseary for GSA, in consultation with the Secretary of the Treasury, to es
tablish the applicable marginal tax rate. See Exec. Order No. 12466, supra.

Accordingly, the claims of these and other similarly situated employees may be
paid upon establishment by GSA of the applicable marginal tax.

R~ilitary Personnel
Pay
I@ SuwivGr Benefits
liJ 6i Annuity Payments
Iii1Iii! Iiil Eligibility

A retired Air Force sergeant elected to provide Survivor Benefit Plan annuity coverage for his
daughter. The daughter was subsequently adopted by her stepfather following her mother's divorce
and remarriage. The adoption proceeding was set aside by a later state court order. Questions about
the soundness of the later court order setting aside the adoption do not overcome the presumption
in favor of its validity. Therefore, the daughter remained eligible for an annuity under the Plan 88
the memb2r's dependent child beneficiary.

=-=o-c=:'~=~=:-:~~~~-~~'='='""--:~-:--:-
Matter of: Kimberly Lee Hall-Survivor Benefit Plan-Dependent
Child

This action is in response to correspondence received fro11' the Directorate of
Retired Pay Operations of the United States Air Force Accounting and Finance
Center. The Alr Force asks whether it shculd pay a claIm for a Survivor Benefit
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Plan annuity submitted by Kimberly Lee Hall, daughter of Technical Sergeant
Richard L. Hall (Retired) (Deceased). We authorize the Air Force to make pay
ment to her.

Background

Congress adopted the Survivor Benefit Plan on September 21, 1972, Public Law
92-425, 86 Stat. 706, as amended and as codified, 10 U.S.C. §§ 1447-1455. The
pu!pose of the Plan is "to establish a survivor benefit program for military per
sonnel in retirement to complement the survivor benefits of social security." De
partment of Defense Directive No. 1332.27 § 101 (January 4, 1974). To that end,
military retirees may elect to provide an annuity at death to an eligible benefi
ciary in exchange for their contributions to the program during their life.

On September 30, 1974, Technical Sergeant Richard L. Hall retired from the
United States Air Force. At that time he was married to Glenda F. Hall. They
had a daughtP.r, Kimberly, who was born on August 17, 1971. Upon retirement,
Sergeant Hall elected to participate in the Survivor Benefit Plan an4 designated
Kimberly as dependent child beneficiary.

On May 10, 1976, Sergeant and Glenda Hall were divorced. Divorce, however,
does not preclude an otherwise eligible dependent child beneficiary from taking
under the Plan. Sergeant Hall continued to make contributions on Kimberly's
behalf until his death on July 1, 1982.

On May 23, 1980, Glenda married John C. Smith. Kimberly was adopted by him
on December 10, 1981, without the knowledge or consent of Sergeant Hall. It is
undisputed that Sergeant Hall died unaware of the adoption of his daughter by
her stepfather. On August 8, 1985, an Alabama Circuit Court set aside the adop
tion at the request of Glenda and John Smith. A guardian ad litem represented
Kimberly. The explanation furnished by the Smiths concerning these proceed
ings is that the adoption was necessary to acquire coverage for Kimberly under
John Smith's group health insurance program, and nullification of the adoption
was later believed necessary to secure the Survivor Benefit Plan annuity for
her.

Kimberly Hall, by her attorney, has petitioned the Air Force for an annuit.y
under the Survivor Benefit Plan. The Air Force questions whether she qualifies
as an eligible Plan beneficiary.

It is suggested by the parties that Kimberly's eligibility under the Plan hinges
on her relationship to Sergeant Hall under the Alabama laws of adoption. The
Air Force suggests that the first adoption proceeding was valid and the subse
quent proceeding setting aside the adoption order was invalid under Alabama
law. Claimant suggests that the first proceeding is invalid and the second pro
ceeding is valid.
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Discussion

Whether Kimberly can be considered an eligible beneficiary under the Plan de
pends on her statUB as a "dependent child" within the meaning of the Survivor
Benefit Plan. Section 1447(5) of Title 10 of the United States Code states:

(5) "Dependent child" means 8 person who is

(A) unmarried;

(Bl under 18 years of age ... and

(C) the child of a pornon to whom the Platt applies, including CD an adopted child. and (ii) a step
child, foster child, or recognized natural child who Jived with that person in a regular parenkhild
relationship.

In clarifying similar language in a different context we have said:

Since it is generally recognized that there is no body of Federal domestic relati'.:iJUj law, issues of
personal status arising under [5 U.S.C. § 5582(b) (1970)] are resolved with refef·~nce to relevant State
law. Q)nsequently, in prior-decisions requiring our determination as to the def1cition of a decedent's
"widow or widower:' or whether adopted children and atep-children are eotiUed to consideration as
"children," we have relied on State law. 54 Comp. Gen. 858, 860 (1975).

Regardless of what effed the adoption had on Kimberly's entitlement, it is our
view that the subsequent Alabama Circuit Court action reestablished a full
parent and child relationship between Sergeant Hall and Kimberly by setting
aside the adoption decree. Accordingly, recognition of that order as valid as
sures Kimberly's status as a "child of the pe:son to whom the Plan applies"
within the meaning of the stetute cited above.'

In deciding whether or not to recognize a state court judgment as valid, we look
to see if the state court had jurisdidion over both the parties and the subject
matter. Master Sergeant Reece Cowan, B-186676, Oct. 28, 1!l76. In Cowan we ex
amined the law of the state where the decision was rendered (Kansas) to see if
jurisdiction was proper. There, a former spouse of a Plan member went to court
after the death of her ex-husband and had their divorce decree annulled. In rec
ognizing the annulment and thereby reestablishing her eligibility for SBP annu
ities, we concluded that this Office will recognize a state court adion even if it
appears "unusual" so long as the threshold requirements of personal and sub
joct matter jurisdiction are met. Id. at 3.

In an earlier case, 16 Comp. Gen. 890, 895 (1937), we held that a state court
judgment which unquestionably violated the procedural rules of the issuing
state would not be recognized absent a "complete record clearly establishing the
legality of such proceedings and the correctness of such decree," There, while
clarifying the reasons for denying a former spo"",,'s claim for a 6-month death
gratuity, we said that a Virginia court in nullifying a divorce between the de
ceased Army officer and the claimant had ignored its own procedural require
ments for such an action.

1DecllUl'e we recognize ruI valid the court order setting Mide the adoption decree, we need not decide whether
Kimberly would qunlify as 11 dependent child beneficiary under the Plan even if the adoption decree was not set
aside.
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'.'These Clise!l, stand for the proposition that we will recognize the validity ofa
'Si8te Cllilrt·decision that meets threshold jurisdictional requirements and.is !lot

clea'riy,ii'i'violatlon of that state'. procedural rules, Conversely, fmdings of fact
ailij·:other'.ubjective elements of a state court judgment are not grounds for us
to withhold' ,..;rog"ition even where the action by the statecourl .ppears "un'
usual." These cases presume the validity of state court judgments and require
us to recognize them as valid where possible,

The Air Force relies in part on B-199265-0.M., Sept. 29, 1981, for the proposition
that the Comptroller General may be scrutinizing state court judgments more
strictly now than when we decided Cowan. That claim was adjudicated. on· the
basis that the court order was defective on its face and would not, therefore, be
recognized, Moreover, it was not a decision of the Comptroller General. It was a
settlement by the Claims Group of the General Accounting Office on a specilic
claim and does not establish a precedent.

The Air Force contends that the Alabama Circuit Court decision of August 8,
1985, should not be recognized because, among other things, it is proced\lrally
invalid on its face, Specifically, the Air Force points to the common law l'\l1e
expressed in 2 Am. Jur. 2d Adoptwn § 72 (1962), that in the context of an adop
tion proceeding, "(t]hose who participated in the proceedings, those claiming
throllgh them, or strangers to the proceedings, cannot attack, an adoption decree
collaterally when the court rendering it had jurisdiction of the subject matter."
This principle was violated, they say, because Glenda and John Smith instigated
both the adoption proceeding and the action setting aside the adoption.

The effect of the Air Force's refusal to recognize the Circuit Court decision is
that, in their eyes, the adoption was never set aside and, therefore, at Sergeant
lWl's death Kimberly was not a "child of a person to whom the Plan applies!'
However, it must be remembered in light of Cowan and the decision at 16
Comp, Gen. 890 (1937) that it is the law of the state rendering the decision, and
not general principles of common law that must be used in determining the va
lidity of that state court action.

We find no indication that the common law rule relied on by the Air Force has
been used by Alabama in its adoption cases.' Nor is there any indicati!)n from
Alabama's adoption statutes that such a limitation on parties was intended by
that state's legislature. In fact, limiting access to the courts in this manner
would be at odds with Alabama's stated concern that the "pole star" of any
adoption proceeding is the best interests of the child. R Iwdes v. Lewis, 246 Ala.
231, 20 So. 2d 206 (1944).

The Air Force also contends, citing 2 Am. Jur. 2d Adoptwn § 79 (1962), that the
pecuniary interests of the adoptive parents are insufficient grounds for setting

SEven uauming the rule does apply in .Meb·me rather than overturning the Probate Court's dec:rtlfl on l;Ollateral
jurisdictional grounds. the Circuit Court set aside that decree sa contrary to the ''be8t interesta of the minor
child." Thi8 distinction is cruciallinc& the: Am. Jur. rule omy prevetlt8 the adop.uve parenta from aaaertiDg the
due procese riBhta of the natural parene but it does not prevent the adoptive parents from defeating the adoption
on the basis tluIt it was not in the best intereet8 of the child.
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t~*-%8icie'8n adoption decree. Underlying this contention iB a belief that the pecuni
\W\;.,ary>inte~e;,t8ofGlenda and John Smith were the sole reason behind the Circuit
¥;.;¥·Co!i#'s >o':d~ of August 8, 1985. This iB preciBely the type of speculation that
fi<:,'the,Comptloller General decisions cited ahove prohibit. We must take at face
,;."? value',the' 'Circuit Court's determination that setting aside the adoption decree
J'<' was'done in the best interests of Kimberly. The fact that the best interests of a
:1' "n,Wtor,child and the pecuniary interests of his or her adoptive parents may con
f:' ,verge. iB neitber surpriBing nor consequential.
~.. ,...

.ii', While it iB suggested that the proceedings were not suitably adversarial, insuffi
;~, 'cient'!evidence exists to conclude that the misgivings we had in 16 Comp. Gen.
,;\,;" 890 (1937) ,,'" applicable here. Furthermore, although it iB suggested that great
".er'elucidation of the court's reasoning should be required, its absence, under the

circumstances, does not riBe to the level required of a defect under the cited
cases. Again, "unusual" results are insufficient to overcome the heavy presump
tion of validity urged by these precedents.

Conclusion

In the particular facts presented in this matter, we recognize as valid the Ala
bama Circuit Court's order setting aside the adoption decree. The effect of set
ting aside the adoption decree iB to remove any doubt that Kimberly Hall quali
fies as a "dependent child" of Sergeant Hall under the terms of 10 U.S.C. §
1447(5). Therefore, she iB entitled to recover amounts owing as sole beneficiary
under the Plan coverage elected by Sergeant Hall.

8·228791, December 15, 1987
Appropriations/Financial Management

Claims Against Government
• Claim Settlement
••Permanent/Indefinite Appropriation
•••Purpose Availability

Appropriations/Financial Management

CI~ima Against Government
• Torts.11 Government Liability

Based on broad statutory definition, Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Board should be regard·
ed 88 federal agency for purposes of Federal Tort Claims Act (FI'CN. Administrative FI'CA settle
ments of $2,500 or less are payable from Thrift Savings Fund. Administrative !ettlements greater
that $2,500, plus judgments and settlementa of lawsuits under the FI'CA. are payable from perma·
nent judgment appropriation (31 U.S.C. § 1304) to the elo:tent they represent pel"9Onal injury or phys
ical property damage. However, liability resulting from program 1088e8, even though tortious in
nature, should be governed by statutory provisions on liability and bonding of fiduciaries.
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Matter of: Executive Director. Federal Retirement Thrift Investment
Board

This responds to your letter of August 12. 1987. requesting gJidance on the ap
plicability of the Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) to the Federal Retirement
Thrift Investment Board (Board). Your primary question is whether the perma
neltt. indefinite appropriation established by 31 U.S.C. § 1304 would be available
"for payment of legitimat;., personal injury or physical property damage claims
made against the Board." In general. the answer is yes. In presenting this
answer, however, we assume the Board is not referring to claims involving
losses from the Thrift Savings Fund or the payment of benefits.

Background: The Board and the Thrift Savings Fund

The Federal Employees' Retirement System Act of 1986 (FERSA),' as its title
implies, substantially revised the retirement system for federal employees. One
element of the new system is the Thrift Savings Plan. under which the employ
ee and employing agency make contributions to a fund in the Treasury known
as the Thrift Savings Fund. The funds are invested. and the individual's ac
count, consisting of contributions adjusted to reflect earnings or losses resulting
from the investments, is payable under various options upon retirement.2:

The Thrift Savings Plan is administered by the Federal Retirement Thrift In
vestment Board, which is lOin the Executive branch of the Government." 5
U.S.C.A. § 8472(a). The Board consists of five members appointed by the Presi
dent for fixed terms of office. with (except for the members first appointed) the
advice and consent of the Senate. The Board appoints an Executive Director
who in turn is authorized to appoint additional necessary personnel. Id. §§
8472(b) and (c). 8474(aXl) and. (c)(2)

The Thrift Savings Fund is permaner.tly appropriated for, and is limited to,
specified purposes, including investments and benefit payments. Id. §§ 8437(c),
(fl. The Board's administrative expenses, including compensation and travel ex
penses, are also payable from the Fund. Id. §§ 8437(c)(3) and (d), 8474(cX6),
8476(d)(3). 3

Applicability of the FTCA

The FTCA, 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 2671-80, makes the United States liable. subject
to a number of exceptions, for damages resulting from the tortious conduct of a
federal employee acting within the scope of his or her employment. Agencies

I Pub. L. No. !l!h1.15 (June 6, l!ffi(il, 100 Stat.. 517, 5 U.S.C.A. §§ 8401-8419 (Supp. 1987).
, Our &ummary is greatly oversimplified in order to set. forth only that which is necessary to undel"8tand the
iuueL Sec generally 5 U's.CA §§ 8431-8440 (Supp. 1987).
, For f18C81 years 1986 and 1987, direct appropriations were authorized as "f.cmporary alternative funding" for
administrative expenses. Pub. L. No. 99-335, § 701, ns amended, 5 U.s.C.A. § 8472 note. The 1987 appropriation is
found in Pub. L. No. 99·591, 100 StaL 3341-322 (October 30.1986). Starting with fl8Cal year 1988, it oppean that
the Board will receive no further direct congTeS$ional appropriations.
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F~:;?~~·'~h~~ri~·,to sett~_e or compromise claims administratively, with awards in
::,J,'''''c:ess'of$25,0Q0 l"jl(juiring the prior written approval of the Attorney General.

, ' ',{d.'§(2672. If the claim cannot be resolved administratively, the claimant may
I>~~a civil action. The Attorney General is exprf:ssly authorized to settle or

", Cl!mpromise Fl'CA lawsuits. Id. § 2677.
>:,.,.".

':'I'h"Fl'CA applies to each federal agency, defined in 28 U.S.C. § 2671 to in
"', chide--

_'the:fl:zecutive departments, the military departments, independent establishments of the United
,Sta,t..:l8i and corporations primarily acting as instrumentalities or agencies of the United States, but

does_not iriclude any contractor with the United States.

',It has been our view that this definition, in light of its legislative history,
should be broadly construed as covering all agencies not specifically excluded.
35 COmpo Gen. 511 (1956). The courts have also broadly applied the definition.
See, e.g., ,Freeling v.' Federal Deposit Insurance Corp., 221 F. Supp. 955 (W.O.
Okla. 1962), aff'd per curiam, 326 F.2d 971 (10th Cir. 1963) (holding that the Fed
eral Deposit Insurance COrporation is a federal agency for Fl'CA purposes).

As noted above, FERSA places the Board in the executive branch. While the
statute d~ not explicitly designate the Board as an Hagency" or Hinstrumental
ity" of the United States, the legislative history does use the term "agency."
E.g., H. R. COnf. Rep. No. 99-606, p. 138 (1986). Based on our review of FERSA,
and given the broad remedial purposes of the Fl'CA, we think the Board should
be considered a federal agency within the scope of 28 U.S.C. § 2671. However,
we suggest that the Board also consult with the Department of Justice in view
of that Department's role in approving certain administrative settlements and
representing the United States in litigation.

Payment: Source of Funds

Administrative settlements of $2,500 or less are payable "by the head of the
Federal agency concerned out of appropriations available to that agency." 28
U.S.C. § 2672. We have construed this as permitting the use of "any appropria
tion of that agency which is currently available for obligation at the time the
claim is determined to be proper for payment and the use of which for such
purpose is not specifically proscribed or limited." 38 COmpo Gen. 338, 340 (1958).
As noted previously, the Thrift Savings Fund is permanently appropriated for
specified purposes, one of which is the Board's administrative expensea. 5 U.S.C.
§§ 8437(cX3), (d). Assuming the Board receives no further "temporary" direct ap
propriations (see note (3) above), administrative Fl'CA settlements of $2,500 or
less would be payable from the Thrift Savings Fund as necessary administrative
expenses.

With respect to larger administrative settlements and settlements of lawsuits,
28 U.S.C. § 2672 further provides:

Payment of any award, compromise, or settlement in an amount in excess of $2,500 made pursuant
to this sedion or made by the Attorney General in any amount pursuant to section 2677 of this title
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shall be paid in a manner similar to judgments and compromises in like causes and appropriations
or funds available for the payment of such judgments and compromises are hereby made available
for the payment of awards, compromises. or settlements under this chapter.

This means payment from the permanent judgment appropriation, unless pay
ment is "otherwise provided for." 31 U.S.C. §§ 1304(aXl), (aX3XA). Payment is
otherwise provided for iX some appropriation or fund under the control of the
agency involved is legally available to satisfy the judgment or award. E.g., B
211389, July 23, 1984.

We reviewed the legal status of the Board and the statutory requirements appli
cable to the Thrift Savings Fund. FERSA contains no provision addressing the
payment of FTCA judgments or awards. The Board, while it operatas much like
similar private--sector (Le., business-type) entities and oversees investment of a
revolving fund, is not classified as a corporation. Contributions to the Fund,
along with net earnings from the investment of those contributions, are held in
trust for the individual employee. 5 U.S.C.A. § 8437(g). Apart from certain speci·
fied administrative expenses, the Fund is to be used for the exclusive benefit of
contributing employees and their beneficiaries. [d. §§ 8437(e), (t). Based on our
review, we conclude (as clarified below) that payment is not otherwise provided
for.

Having said this, we caution that we are talking primarily about "physical
torts," such as motor vehicle accidents and so-called "slip-and-fall" cases, as op
posed to program losses. We assume the phrasing of your question in terms of
llphysicalH property damage claims was intended to reflect this distinction.
Many program losses can be couched in terms of tort claims by attributing
them to the negligence of agency employees. We do not think Congress intended
to expose the general fund of the Treasury to FERSA program losses or to the
making of FERSA benefit payments. FERSA includes detailed provisions on fi
duciary responsibilities and liability (5 U.S.C.A. § 8477), requires the bonding of
fiduciaries (id. § 8478), and authorizes the purchase of insurance to cover the
potential liability of FERSA fiduciaries (id. § 8479(bX2) ). This statutory scheme,
we think, should govern liability resulting from program losses.

We hope this is responsive to your concerns. Please feel free to call upon us if
we can be of any further assistance.

B.224133, December 22, 1987
Military Personnel
Relocalion
• Variable Housing Allowances
•• Eligibility
•• • Amount Determination
Under a 1985 amendment to the variable housing allowance (V}{A) law, VHA is reduced under cer·
tain circumstances where it. together with basic aUowance for quarters, exceeds a member's housing
costs. The amount or reduction, if uny, depends on the member's monthly housing costs, with higher
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~1;;' >Military Pel'8<lnnel
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-~tt;?i<:~'R:eI~ati~_ii
~.~:i;}. :Vali~~leHou8ing Allowances
;;;,ii;i.·•• Elili~i1ity
/,;;:",:,..'-:'.:.'IIII,AJ!iouRt: Determination
,:~<Y:~;,:'~Th~~~~[~:tio~ of monthly housing costa for the purpose of computing the VHA may include the cost
,,{~F, or 8' loan not- secured by realty provided that the loan is taken for the purpose of repairing, renovat
"};-.;~- . ". iDg<or enlarging the member's residence. There is no statutory impediment to amending applicable
'l.s regulations-.tO renect thls, but it is a matter left to AdministTative discretion in implement.ing the
&--; VHA statute.

~atter of: Variable Housing Allowance-Offset for Monthly Housing
Ex~nses

The Chairman of the Per Diem, Travel and Transportation Allowance Commit
tee, Department of Defense, requested an advance decision concerning the com
putation of variable housing allowances authorized members of the uniformed
~rvices to help defray their housing costs in high cost areas in the United
States. The questions concern the regulations which define monthly housing
costs for a residence for purposes of the variable housing allowance (VHA). Spe
cifically, the Chairman asked whether the following two expenses not currently
included in the regulations may be included: (1) personal loans, as distinguished
from a second mortgage, for repairing, renovating or enlarging a residence and
(2) second mortgages on a residence obtained for other than repairing, renovat
ing or enlarging a residence. AJ;, will be explained below, we conclude that it is
within the discretion of the services to authorize inclusion of a personal loan in
the circumstances described as a housing expense, but we do not view the cost
of a second mortgage in the circumstances described to be a housing expense as
contemplated by Congress in enacting the VH'\ statute.

Background

Presently, a VHA is authorized by 37 U.S.C. § 403a (Supp. III 1985). Pursuant to
the authority granted by 37 U.S.C. § 403a(e), implementing regulations are pre
scribed in Volume 1 of the Joint Federal Travel Regulations (1 JFTR).l Under
section 403a(aXl) of title 37, a member of a uniformed service who is entitled to
a b""ic allowance for quarters (BAQ) is also entitled to a VHA if he or ahe is
"assigned to duty in an area of the United Stales which is a high housing cost
area with respect to that member." Subsection 403a(cXl) prescribes the monthly
amount of the VHA for a member with respect to an area as:

I Effective January 1. 1987, Volume 1 or the Joint Travel Regulations, which h:1d included the VHA regulations,
W8IJ replaced by Volume 1 of the Joint Federal Travel Regulation!!.
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... .. the difference between (A) the median monthly cost of housing in that GTea fOT members of the
unifonned services scTving in the same pay grade and with the same dependency status as that
member, and (B) 80 percent of the median monthly cost of housing in the Unit.ed States for mem
bers of the uniformed services serving in the same pay grade and with the same dependency status
as that me::nber.

In late 1985 there were several amendments to the law regarding VHA. One of
these changes required that a member's monthly VHA be reduced by one-half
of the amount, if any, by which the total of the member's prescribed VHA and
BAQ exceed· the member's "monthly housing costs." 37 U.S.C. § 403a(c)(6XA) as
added by Public Law 99-145, § 602(cX2), 99 Stat. 583, 636 (Nov. 8, 1985). This was
the first time that a member's personal and individual housing costs became di·
rectly relevant in determining his or her VHA.:!

To implement this reduction provision, the term "monthly housing costs" had to
be defined by the services since no definition was provided by the statute. Con
sequently, the regulations were amended so that for a member owning his or
ber home, the allowable housing expenses for purposes of the VHA offset were
determined to be periodic mortgage payments, hazard and liability insurance,
real estate taxes, and a standard utility maintenance expense. I JITR, para.
U8001-F. 3 Furthermore, the regulations specify that allowable mortgage pay
ments are limited to:

1. mortgages used in connection with the initial purchase of n residence;

2. mortg-clges used to refinance an existing mortgage which WllS used to purchase a I"esidence (i.e..
the existing mort~A,e is paid off with pl"oceeds from the new mortgage) to the extent that the new
mortgage payments do not exceed the old mortgage p....yment;

3. real estate equity Joans le.g., u second morlgagl"l to the extent used to repair, renovate. or enlarge
a residence (does not include loans used to fum ish 01" decorate a home, or loans for personal rea
sons) •• '.

Questions and Analysis

Questions have arisen regarding whether the regulation is too restrictive and
unfairly penalizes members in two situations. The first situation involves mem
bers who, prior to the passage and implementation of the offset provision for
monthly housing costs, had taken a second mortgage for purposes other than
repairing, renovating or enlarging their residences. According to the submis
sion, many of these members anticipated a full VHA payment and took this
into account in their financial planning. The implication here is that these
members are being unfairly penalized, and it is inequitable to delete any second
mortgage cost from housing expenses if the second mortgage was taken prior to
the effective date of the reduction provision. Additionally, it is suggested that
the legislative history of the offset provision does not mandate this result.

:t It should be noted that :i7 U.S.C. § 40311 both before Dnd ofter the 1985 amendment pro\·jded fOT a reduction in
VHA for .nembers under certain conditions other thun 8n individual member's housing costs.
:0 Previously 1 JTR para. M4551-ti.
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Initially, we point out that VHA is an allowance paid in addition to BAQ to
defray expenses related to securing living quarters in high cost areas of the
United States. See 1 JFI'R para. U8000. Legislation providing for the allowance
was first enacted in 1980,4 and modificat.ions to it have oeen made several times
since then. Compare 37 U.S.C. § 403(2)(b) (1982) with 37 U.S.C. § 403a(a)(l)
(Supp. III 1985). The 1985 series of changes, of which the 50 percent reduction
was a part, appears to have been made as the result of concerns over the cost of
the program and to more closely attune the allowance to members' housing
costs.5

The purpose of a VHA is to defray housing costs; it is not necessarily to reim
burse a member for a second mortgage. Thus, it would be contrary to the pur
pose of the statute to allow inclusion of the cost of a second mortgage payment
as e housing cost in the circumstances described where that mortgage is taken
for other than housing-related purposes. Furthermore, there is no legal impedi
ment to Congress changing or even repealing the VHA authorization entirely.
While it may cause some inconvenience to some members who took second
mortgages in these circumstances prior to the effective date of the reduction
provision, Congress included no "grandfather" provision to delay implementa
tion of this provision for such members, although it did provide "grandfather"
provisions for those affected by two other changes in VHA entitlement made by
the same statute. 6 Thus, we find no support for making an exception to the stat
utory criteria for qualifying second mortgages based on when the mortgage was
executed.

The second situation presented involves a member taking a loan to repair, ren
ovate or enlarge his residence when the loan is not secured by the realty. The
submission suggests that it is the purpose of tbe loan and not its form which
should govern whether a loan is included as an allowable monthly housing ex
pense.

We have not found in the legislative history of the offset provision a definitive
statement as to what is meant by housing costs, although the legislative history
does mention mortgage payments as being includable. Thus, some administra
tive latitude is left in implementing the statute. It is our view that the law does
not require the exclusion of the cost of loans unsecured by mortgages if the
loans are taken for the purposes of repairing, renovating or enlarging a resi
dence. Therefore, we would not object to the exercise of administrative discre
tion to amend the regulation to include such loans in the definition of housing
costs, although such a change in the regulations is not required.

~ Public Law 96-3,13, § 4, Sept. 8, 19RO, !1·1 Stilt. 1123, 1125-1126. 1l!ll:lO)
~ See S. Rep. No. 99-118, 99th Congress, 1st Session. 426 (19851.
6 See Pub. Law 99·145, § 602fO. 37 U.S.C. § 403u note. concerning members stationed in Hawaii or Alaska being
switched from overseas station allowance to VHA, and § 602(e). conccrnin~ the reduction of VHA entitlement for
members paying child support.
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Procurement
=------~~----------

Noncompetitive Negotiation
(] Contract Awards
fS] El Sole Sources
EJ Cl S Propriety

Agency's justification for a sole-source procurement is inadequate where the record does not demon
strate that agen,y had any reasonable basis I'or concluding that sole-source awardee was the only
responsible source capable of meeting the agency's needs.

Matter of: Lea Chemicals, Inc.

Lea Chemicals, Inc. protests the rejection of its offer under request for proposals
<RFPI No. DABT59-87-R0074, issued by the United States Army at Fort Lee,
Virginia for a I-year requirements contract to supply the Fort with water treat
ment chemicals Lr its boilers and cooling towers.

We sustain the protest.

The solicitation, which stated that it was issued on a sole-source basis to Vestal
Laboratories, was for six different types of water treatment chemicals. Lea's
proposal in the amount of $21.302 was rejected primarily because it was based
on chemicals it manufactured rather than the required Vestal products. Award
was made to Calgon Vestal Laboratories at a price of $29,947.

In essence, Lea argues that its chemicals will perform as well as those specified
in the solicitation and maintains that there can be no justification for procuring
water treatment chemicals, which are commercially available from a number of
firms, on a sole-source basis.

The A_-:i1Y states that Lea's proposed chemicals were unacceptable for use in its
boilers and cooling towers. The agency explains that Lea's proposed chemicals
are unac-::eptable because they are based on a "Bureau of Mines Standards"
type cf treatment for the boilers and a "phosphonate system" for the cooling
towers. The agency states that Vestal's "polymer~type" system is better and
cheaper. In this regard, the Army assures us that it will cost more than $3 mil
lion per year in equipment conversion costs, recalibration costs, and additional
fuel, watel, and labor costs if Lea's chemicals are used rather than Vestal's.l

On the other hand, the protester states that the agency's cost figure is much too
high and that, with just some mh"...t changes in the agency's maintenance pro
cedures, Lea's chemical can be used effectively and inexpensively.

I The ngency argues that the protest is untimely becuus ~ the protester knew that the agency intended to conduct
a sole-source procurement from the fae.. of the wlicitation and the protest was not filed until after the closing date
for submission of initial proposals. Bid Prot-est Regulations, 4 C.F.R. § 21.2{aXl) (1987). We do not agree, The record
showl:! that the agency sent wlicitations to eight sources on its binder's list and that it evaluated and rejected the
offers it receivL>d from four sources other than the awardee. Therefore, the protester is in essence, objecting to the
reje<:tion of its proposal, and the protest, which was filed within 10 days of the protester's receipt of its rejection
notice, is timely, 4 C,F.R. § 21.2(aX2/.
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We think that the protester has not shown that the agency's requirements for a
"polymer-type" treatment system are clearly unreasonable. See Soletanche, Inc.,
B-227032, June 26, 1987,87-1 CPD n636. Nevertheless, for the reasons specified
below, we find that the Army has failed to demonstrate a reasonable basis for
its conclusion that Vestal is the only responsible source for the type of products
required.

The Army prepared a written justification for the sole-source procurement pur
sua'1t to 10 U.S.C. § 2304(1)(1) (Supp. III 1985). It concluded that a sole-source
award to Vestal was justified under 10 U.S.C. § 2304(cXl), which authorizes use
of other than competitive procedure. when the items needed are available from
only one responsible source and no other product type will B6tisfy the agency's
needs. Our Office will scrutinize closely sole-source procurement actions. See NI
bulustries, lne., Vernon Division, B-223!r.0.2, June 16, 1987, 87-1 CPD n597.

According to the justification and to the requiring activity's written request
upon which that justification was based, Vestal had been working with Fort
Lee's engineering and housing staff for 18 months as a supplier and adviser in
the improvement of its water treatment systems for cooling towers and boilers.
As a resnlt of that effort, the agency projects significant potential savings using
Vestal's "polymer-type" chemical treatment systems. However, nowhere is it
stated that Vestal is the only source for "polymer-type" chemicals capable of
producing these savings. There is also no suggestion that Vestal's chemicals are
in any WRy proprietary. Indeed, the request document states, without explana
tion, that "[a]dditional chemicals procured after the requested supply is ex
hausted could be on a competitive basis. .. ."

The record here simply does not demonstrate that the Army had a reasonable
basis for its conclusion that Vestal is the only responsible source for chemicals
which will meet the agency's minimum needs. As outlined above, the initial re
quest and the justification never even discuss, much less establish, that Vestal's
"polymerlype" ch~micals are unique. Audio Intel/igenee Devkes, B-224159, Dec.
12, 1986, 66 Compo Gen. 145, 86·2 CPD n670. Further, the fact that the agency is
impressed with Vestal's chemicals and thinks their use will result in significant
lll'Ivings does not support the agency's position that nO other product can meet
tho agency's needs.

Thus, we find that the agency has not adequately justified its sole-source award
to Vestal. We therefore recommend that the agency reS5BeBB its needs and
either execute a justification for its sole~source procurement from Vestal which
is consiE~ent with the statutory requirements, or terminate its contract with
Vestal and conduct a competitive procurement for the items needed. In addi
tion, since an improper sole--source award has been successfully challenged, we
find that Lee is entitled to recover the costs of filing and pursuing the protest.
S.. Bid Protest Regalations, 4 C.F.R. § 21.6(e) (1987); Washington National
Arena Limited Part"ership, 65 Comp. Gen. 25 (1985), 85-2 CPD n435.

The protest is sustained.
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ProcUrement
:CO"~rQualifiC8l1on
.Jleaponiolblllly
••,CoiitraCting om""r Findings
.•••Ammuujve DeterJl)inaUon
......GAO'Il!>"lew
Protest that~posed awardee will not be able to satisfy solicitation clauses conce~ preaward
8wy8Y, preproduction milestones, and production capacity is dismissed since the clauses are not de
~!ive ~i.bility criteria. i.e.1 specifIC, objective atandardB measuring the offeror's ability to per
form, but..rather, concern factors encompassed by the rontracting officer's subjective re:sponaibility
determination or contract administration. both of which are matteru not for review by the General
AccoUDting Office.

Matter of: Nationwide Glove Company, Inc.
Nationwide Glove Colllpauy, Inc, j>i'ilteats award t<> the apparent low bidder,
Propper International, Inc" under invitation for bids (!FB) No, DLA100.87·B
0782, issued by lbe Defenae Logistica Agency for a quantity of light duty glovee,
Nationwide contends that Propper C8J'.not 3I1tisfy certain solicitation clauses
that the proteater characterizes as defmitive reeponsibility criteria.

We dismiaa the protest.

Nationwide proteats that Propper cannot satisfy the following three solicitation
Clauses: (1) claure 52.209-LOO2, entitled "Preaward Plant Survey," in which the
government reserves the right to conduct phyaical surveya of plants which are
t<> be used in contract performance; (2) clauae 52.212-H004, entitled "Preproduc
tion Mileet<>nes," in which bidders were t<> indicate the number of daya after
award for specifically requ....ted preproduction milestones; and (3) clauae 52.215
Moo1, entitled "Production Capacity," which permitted offerors t<> limit accept
ance of offers depending on awards they might receive under other solicitations.
The basis of the protester's belief that these alleged definitive reeponsibility cri·
teria cannot be met is Propper's alleged failure to perform satisfactorily on a
prior contract.

As a challenge largely to Propper's ability and capacity t<> perform, the protest
here involves the issue of Propper's responsibility. Our Office will not review
protests against affirmative determinations of responsibility unless either possi
ble fraud or bad faith on the part of procuring officials is shown or the aolicita·
tion contains definitive responsibility criteria which allegedly have been misaP
plied. See 4 C.F.R. § 21.3(f)(5) (1987); Yale Materials Handling Corp.-&consUkr-
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ation, B-226985.2, et ai., June 17, 1987, 87-1 CPD fl 607. Defmitive responsibility
criteria are objective standards established by a contracting agency in a par u
Jar procurement to measure the offeror's ability to perform the contract. Repco~
Inc., B-225496.3, Sept. 18, 1987, 87-2 CPD fl 27~~. Such criteria in effect nlpresent
the agency's judgment that an offeror's ability to perform in accordance with
the specifications for the procurement must be measured not only agaiitst the
traditional and sUlljectively evaluated factors, such as adequate facilities and fi
nancial resources, but also against more specific requirements, compliance with
which at least in part can be determined objectively, for example, a "'''Iuire
ment for unwlual expertise or specialized facilities. &e Federal Acquisition Reg
ulation (FAR!, 48 C.F.R. § 9.104-2 (1986); Repco, Inc., supra.

Here, the IFB clauses cited by the protester do not set out specific, objective
standards for measuring the offeror's ability to perform; rather, the provisions
express In general terms factors encompassed by the contracting officer's subjec
tive responsibility determination, or concern whether the successful bidder actu
ally performs in compliance with contract requirements. AB a result, we do not
find that the clauses cited by the protester constitute definitive responsibility
criteria, and thus their alleged misapplication is not for review by this Office.

Concerning the preaward plant survey clause, the IFB specifically states that
the purpose of the clause is to determine the responsibility of prospective con
tractors. The FAR requires, as a general standard of responsibility, that a pro
spective contractor have the necessary production facilities. 48 C.F.R. § 9.1041(0.
The preaward plant survey clause here does not contain any requirement for
specialized facil;ties; accordingly, it cannot be considered a deflrul<lVe responsi
bility criterion.

The production capacity clause, permitting offerors to limit acceptance of their
offers depending on awards they may receive under other solicitations, also is
not a specific, objective standard for measuring an offeror's ability to perform,
and thus is not a definitive responsibility criterion. The clause merely enables
an offeror to submit its offer based on the stipulation that it will not receive an
award under other specified solicitations; if the offeror receives any of those
awards, the clause would operate to remove the offeror from consideration for
the current award. The clause does not, as Nationwide contends, establish any
specific standard for judging an offeror's capacity to perform several contracts
contemporaneously; a prospective contractor's ability to comply with the re
quired delivery/performance schedule, taking into consideration all existing
commercial and governmental business commitments, is part of the general re
sponsibility determination. FAR, 48 C.F.R. § 9.104-1(b).

The clause requiring the contractor to furnish dates for pnlproduction mile
stones is not directly related to res~onsibility; rather, as indicated in the IFB, it
is to be used by the contracting officer to monitor the performance of the suc
cessful offeror. Whether the successful offeror actual!y performs in compliance
with the milestone dates, which will become a part of the contract, is not a de
finitive responsibility criterion, but a matter of contract administration, which
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is not for consideration under our Regulations. 4 C.F.R. § 21.3(1)(1); Descomp
Inc., B-220085.2, Feb. 19, 1986, 86-1 CPD n172.

As for the protester's allegation of prior poor performance by Propper, under
the FAR and our prior cases the circumstances surrounding an offeror's prior
performance is only one of several relevant factors that should be considered by
the agency when reviewing a prospective contractor's responsibility. FAR, 48
C.F.R. § 9.104-1(c); see C. W. Girard, G.M, 64 Comp. Gen. 175 (1984), 84-2 CPD n
704. Again, an affirmative determination of responsibility, made after consider
ation of prior performance, would not be reviewable by this Office, except under
circumstances not shown here.

Finally, the protester maintains that the agency cannot make award tA' Propper
because it would essentially be reprocuring supplies at a price greater than the
price of a previous contract on which Propper allegedly has failed to perfonn.
The protester cites a number of our previous decisions in support of its argu
ment; however, the firm has erroneously interpreted these decisions. The cases
cited by the protester hold that, in a rep"ocurement to complete work under a
defaulted contract, a repurchase contract may not be awarded to the defaulted
contractor at a price that would give the contractor more than the terminated
contract price, because this would be tantamount to modification of the termi
nated contract without consideration. See, e.g., Preston-Brady Co., Inc., B-211749,
Oct. 24, 1983, 83·2 CPD n479. Since there is no indication here that the instant
solicitation is a reprocurement to complete work under a defaulted contract, the
rule cited by the protester is inapplicable.

Accordingly, we find that Nationwide Glove has not stated a valid basis of pro
test, and we dismiss the protest pursuant to our Regulations without requesting
a report from the agency. 4 C.F.R. § 21.3<0. In view of this dismissal, we also
find that the conference the protester has requested would serve no useful pur
pose. Hettich GmbH and Co. KG, B-224267, Oct. 24,1986,86-2 CPD n457.

The protest is dismissed.
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Soclo·Econttmic Poll.d:ea
• Small BUEiinen3eD
••CJl'llornte Entltlea
••• Modlflcation
iii •••Effccto

Where firm's proposal under Small Business Innovation Research program ini
tially is found acceptable for award, but firm subsequently undergoes a restruc
turing, the agency has a reasonable basis for reevaluating the fll'Dl's techniCs!
capability and fmancial respo"sibility to perform the project originally pro
posed; fact that reevaluation delays award process to end of fiscal year, and
funds are reallocated so that award cannot be made to the firm, does not evi
dence improper action on agency's part.

Metter of: Xemet, Inc.
Xemet, Inc., protests the Department of the Navy's failure to award it funds for
an unsolicited development project the fll'm proposed under the Department of
Defense (DOD) Smsll Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program. According
to Xemet, its proposal, submitted under the general guidelines of SBIR program
solicitation No. 87.1, would have bean funded if the Navy had conducted its
evaluation properly and in a timely manner.

We deny the protest.
The DOD's SBIR program is conducted pursuant to the Small Business Innova
tion Development Act, 15 U.S.C. § 638 (Supp. III 1985), which requires certain
federal agencies to reserve a portion of their research and development funds
for award to small businesses. Two types of awards are made: under phase 1 of
the program, small businesses are invited to submit proposals to conduct re
search on one or more topics specified in the DOD solicitation; under phase 2,
firms that have received phase 1 awards may, on their own initiative, submit
proposals for further development work on the topic.
Xemet's proposal was for phase 2 development of a porous nose component for
the Naval Underwater Systems Center (NUSC) at New London, ConnectiCut.
Consistent with the manner in which the SBm program operates, the proposal
was submitted, not in response to a specific request for proposals issued by the
Navy, but rather under the general guidelines provided in the SBm program
solicitation. NUSC evaluated Xemet's proposal for technic8l merit and on June
5, 1987, recommended to the sponsor, the Naval Sea Systems Command, that
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the fll"IIl be awarded a phase 2 contract. On June 17, the sponsor forwarded the
$499,192 needed to fund the project; the expiration date for the funding was the
close of the fIscal yesr, September 30.

In the course of reviewing the procurement request prior to award, the contract
L 'g officer became aware of letters from Xemet, dated June 4 and 12, notifying
N .:ISC that signifIcant changes had taken place within the company, specifIcal
ly, ,'Je replacement of the principal investigator and the departure of two of the
thre<o key personnel listed in the fIrm'" original proposal. Xemet proposed no
plan fl < replacing the people who had departed, but merely stated that the firm
would k',ntify their replacements after it received the award. At the same time,
Xemet dl \ not propose changes in either the number of labor hours or the total
cost for th,. proposed project.

Because the 'ontracting officer believed all of these factors raised questions con
cerning the n ,tructured firm's technical capability and cost of performing the
project as origl-'ally proposed, on August 28 she made inquiries to the Defense
Contract Admin"tration Service Management Area (DCASMA), Nuys, Califor
nia, regarding Xe/,et's ability to perform. DCASMA lacked current information
on Xemet and, thQ . recommended that the contracting officer have a fmancial
preaward survey coducted. The contracting officer contacted the Defense Con
tract Audit Agency ,n August 31, and found that a January 1987 audit of
Xemet's facility show"," Xemet lacked an auditable accounting system. Based on
this information, the contracting officer determined that a current preaward
survey was required, and on September 1 asked DCASMA to perform one. On
September 22, DCASMA advised that it would submit a negative report, recom
mending against award based on inadequate fmancial resources. Subsequently,
the sponsor requested that the funds be returned before the end of the fIscal
year so that they c ,uld be used to fund another project.

Xemet argues that the Navy improperly delayed undertaking its review of
Xemet's ability to perform so that there was no time for negotiations and a
Xemet response to the agency's concerns. In essence, the firm argues that but
for the Navy's wrongful delay in evaluating its proposal it would have received
an award. We fInd nothing objectionable in the Navy's actions. In light of the
significant changes that had occurred in the proposed personnel since Xemet
submitted its proposal, the Navy's decision to reevaluate Xemet for award was
entirely prudent and reasonable. Further, we see no indication of any undue
delay by the Navy in reexamining Xemet. Although Xemet submitted its pro
posal in November 1986, the funds for the award were not available until June
17, by which time the contracting officer had learned of the Xemet reorganiza
tion and resultant significant change in its proposal. Moreover, the SBlli pro
gram solicitation does not require that awards be made within any specific
timeframe and, indeed, clearly reserves to the agency the right to make no
award. Finally, the solicitation specifically provides that the agency may re
quire the proposer to submit organizational, financial, and other information
prior to award to confIrm the proposer's responsibility. This is precisely what
the Navy did here, and doing so was not improper merely because the concomi-
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tant delay left insufficient time for Xemet to respond to the Navy's concerns 80

that the award could be made.

Xemet alleges that the Navy's reevaluation of Xemet's suitability for award vio
lated several provisions of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). This alle
gation is without merit. Xemet asserts, for example, that the Navy violated
FAR, 48 C.F.R. § 32.108 (1986), because "Xemet has not been asked for a cash
flow statement." However, the provision cited, entitled "Financial Consulta
tion," merely states that a contracting officer should avail himself of experi
enced contract fmancing personnel when questions arise concerning a firm's fi·
nancial capability; this is preeigely what the Navy did here. This and the other
provisions cited by Xemet (in FAR parts 9 and 32), moreover, merely provide
guidance for the agency and do not establish requirements that confer any
rights on off'erors.

Finally, Xemet argues that the Navy's decision not to make award to Xemet
should have been referred to the Small Business Administration (SBA) for a
conclusive determination of the firm's responsibility under the certificate of
competency program. We disagree. Such a referral is required only where a
small business firm has been found not to be a responsible prospective contrac
tor. 15 U.S.C. § 637(b)(7). Here, although the preaward survey recommended
against award based on inadequate financial resources, the contracting officer
never adopted this recommendation; before the contracting officer made a fmal
determination regarding Xemet's capabilities to perform, the sponsor, exercising
its broad discretion, withdrew the funds earmarked to fund the proposed award
to Xemet and reallocated these monies for anocher project. Xemet, at all times,
remained eligible for award but due to the expiration of fiscal year 1987 funds,
its proposal no longer could be considered for award. Xemet, however, may re-
submit its proposal for consideration during fiscal yeur 1988.

We conclude that there is no showing that the Navy acted unreasonably, in bad
faith, or otherwise improperly. See Twenty-first Century Technological Innova
tions Research and Development Enterprising, B-225179.2, Apr. I, 1987, 87-1 CPD
~ 368.

The protest is denied.

B.229059, December 24, 1987
Procurement

Competitive Negotiation
II Offers
"II Evaluation Errors
111111 Prices
Protest is sustained where agency failed to discover and call to offeror's attention an obvious propo9'"
al pricing error which should have been reasonably detected and which materially prejudiced the
offeror.
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Matter of: Centel Business Systems
Centel Business Systems protests the award of a contract to GTE Telecom Mar
keting Corporation under request for proposals (RFP) No. F1l624-87-R-0016,
issued by the Air Force for a telecommunications system for Grissom Air Force
Base, Indiana. The procurement contemplated the award of a firm-flXed-price
contract for a telecommunications system for 120 months. Centel argues that
the Air Force did not perform a proper price analysis of its proposal or conduct
adequate discussions because contracting officials failed to discover a mistake in
the firm's price proposal. We sustain the protest.

The solicitation, issued on March 6, 1987, provided that award would be made to
the offeror whose proposal met all the mandatory technical requirements and
who offered the lowest evaluated life cycle cost. Proposals were required to be
submitted on the basis of lease, lease with an option to purchase (LWOP), pur
chase and lease to ownership <LTOP) plans. ' Each of the four plans included
line items for a basic system consisting of installation and monthly mainte
nance of a complete telecommunications system and expanded services consist
ing of additional equipment and services not provided in the first year under
the basic system. The basic and expanded services were also broken down into
Hnon-recurring" line items, for which a single charge is to be paid and ttrecur~

ring" line items (consisting of Jease and maintenance items), which call for a
charge every month after the item is acquired under the contract.

Seven proposals were received by the April 24 closing date; all ..wen met the
solicitation's mandatory technical requirements. After conducting discussions on
May 21 the Air Force issued amendment 0003, which, among other things,
added under the expanded services three subline items (SLINs) for the repair of
buried telephone cables aCCidently cut during the life of the contract. The Air
Force explains that, as a result of agency uncertainty as to how offerors would
price cable repair work and because of concern with water leaks in repaired
cables, three separate SLINs were provided for offerors' proposed prices for
repair of cut cables. The first, listed as a nonrecurring SLIN, included all labor
associated with cable repairs, such as excavation, splicing and reburying. The
second, also a nonrecurring SLIN, included all materials and equipment re
quired for cut cable repairs, such as cable, cable connectors, and splice enclo
sures. The third, SLIN oo14AH, was a recurring monthly charge for mainte
nance of repaired cables. The estimated quantity for the three cable cut SLINs
was 20,000 wire pairs.' There were corresponding SLINs for cable cuts in all
four of the required plans.

Centel's revised price pages, which were submitted On June 8, included a unit
price of $2.90 and an extended price of $58,000 ($2.90 x 20,000 estimated quanti
ty) on all three SLINs for cut cables. Since the first two SLINs represented one
time, nonrecurring costs they eacb added only $58,000 to Centel's total proposed

I All of the prices mentioned in the dt'Cision pertain to the LWOP plan becuuse that plan was thl.! subject of the
award
~ The Air Force explains that cables runge in siu from 25 to 1800 pair of wires.
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price. However, since 0014AH was a recurring monthly maintenance charge,
Cente!'s entry in that SLlN added $58,000 for every month remaining in the
contract. For evaluation purposes, Centel's entry in SLIN 0014AH increased its
total price by $3,479,365 for the projected life of the system.

According to the Air Force, after all ofrerors' revised price pages were submit·
ted in response to the amendment, they were reviewed by contracting officials
for minor informalities and apparent clerical mistakes as required by the Feder
al Acquisition Regulation WAR), 48 C.F.R. § 15.607 (1986). No errors were de
tected in any offerors' revised price pages. Discussions were conducted and best
and final offers (BAF0s) were requested and received by July 8.

The BAFOs were forwarded to the Air Force command headquarters for calcu
lation and comparison of the contr' ~":L life cycle costs of each proposal under the
four plans (lease, LWOP, purchase and LTOP) in accordance with the terms of
the RFP. The result of this calculation was a report consisting of cost figures for
each offelor under e3':h of the four plans. According to the Air Force, this
report did not cause contracting officials to suspect a mistake in Centel's price
proposal.

Based on the price evaluation, the contracting officer decided that the most ad·
vantageous award would be to GTE on the basis of its LWOP proposal; award
was made to that firm on August 26 at an evaluated 10~year life cycle cost of
$6,475,317.

Centel maintains that there was a mistake in its proposal which occurred when
its computer operator erroneously inserted $2.90 in all three cut cable SLINs on
the firm's revised price pages submitted in response to amendment 0003.3 Ac
cording to Centel, it intended to distribute its entire proposed charge associated
with repair of cut cables over SLlNs for labor and materials, so that the entry
in 0014AH for monthly maintenance of cut cables, should have been "NSP," for
not separately priced. Centel says that if its mistake had been corrected, it
would have been the low offeror by almost $200,000 and would have received
the award.

Gentel argues that the mistake was obvious so contracting officials should have
noticed it and pointed it out so the firm could correct the mistake or resolve it
in discussions. Centel maintains that the agency's failure to discover and inform
the firm of the mistake violated the agency's duty to conduct meaningful discus
sions and its duty, under the FAR, 48 C.F.R. § 15.607(a), to inspect proposals for
minor informalities and irregularities and to permit offerors to correct them.
Finally, Centel argues that contracting officials should have performed a price
evaluation on the Centel proposal prior to the submission of BAFOs.

While acknowledging that the insertion of $2.90 for cahle cut maintenance must
have been an error, the Air Force concludes that because of the complex nature

'Centd requested that proprietary information in its price proposal and protest not be disclO!!ed outside the gov
ernment. In order to comply with this request, we have reviewed Centel's proprietary price information in camera
and we will discuss Centel's actual prices only to the extent necessary to address the protest.
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of the solicitation's pricing schedule it had no reason to believe prior to award
that Centel's response to amendment 0003 and its BAFO contained errors. In
this regard, the agency notes that the price schedule provided for the insertion
of 5,000 prices for four separate plans and was so complicated that the offerors'
prices had to be analyzed by a computer, which was only available for evaluat
ing the BAFOs.

More specifically, the Air Force states that it reviewed the responses to amend
ment 0003 and did not find Centel's $2.90 unit price for monthly maintenance of
cut cable out of line either with Cente!'s $2.90 unit prices for labor and parts for
cable repair or its $2.75 unit price for monthly maintenance of switched lines.
The agency notes in this connection that it had no prior pricing experience in
this area and it had no government estimate. Finally, the agency states that
when it evaluated the total price for each of the offerors' four plans, Cente!'s
total evaluated prices, while the highest of the offers received, were not "ex
traordinarily" higher than the other BAFOs. For the reasons set forth below,
we do not agree with the agency that it properly executed its duty to review
proposals for errors.

Where a contracting officer is on actual or constructive notice of a possible
error in an initial or revised proposal, the error must be called to the offeror's
attention and resolved-generally through written or oral discussions. FAR, 48
C.F.R. §§ 15.607, 15.610<cX4l; American Management Systems, Inc., B-215283,
Aug. 20, 1984, 84-2 CPD l' 199. Where an agency fails to resolve a proposal error
that it should have reasonably detected and which materially prejudices an of
feror, the agency has failed in its obligation to conduct meaningful discussions.
Id.

Based on our review of the Centel proposal, we find that a clear discrepancy
exists in that firm's pricing for cut cable maintenance which should have led
the Air Force to suspect that an error existed in both Centel's revised offer and
BAFO.

While it is true, as the Air Force argues, that the $2.90 unit price for cut cable
maintenance does not seem extraordinary in the context of Cente!'s $2.90 unit
prices for cut cable labor and materials, it must be noted that not only is the
maintenance unit price extended to $58,000 by the 20,000 pair solicitation esti
mate (which also applied to both the labor and material charges), but it also
must be multiplied by a lOS-month evaluation factor representing the system's
useful life. Thus, when the $2.90 is evaluated in accordance with the solicita
tion, it totals $3,479,365. This figure is obviously absurd when compared with
the $116,000 total charge for repairing all the estimated cable cuts. Further,
when evaluated under the solicitation, the maintenance charge for the cut
cables becomes nearly six times higher than Centel's proposed maintenance
charge for the entire basic system and causes Cente!'s price for the expanded
services to be almost as high as the awardee's total price for both the basic and
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expanded services. 4 Further, w(/ are informed by the agency that none of the
other firms offered a separate price for the maintenance of cut cable.5

We agree with the Air Force that it would be difficult to detect errors in propos
als like Cente!'s, which in total included almost 5,000 separate prices. Neverthe
less, the prices for the cable repairs were submitted in response to amendment
0003, not the initial solicitat,on. The agency specifically states that it separately
examined the responses to amendment 0003. These responses contained no-
where Ilear 5,000 separate unit prices.

In sum, it appears that the agency missed the error because it failed to compre
hend the impact of the solicitation's evaluation scheme on the $2.90 unit price
inserted by Centel for cut cable maintenance and because it failed to analyze
the BAFO prices on any basis other than a "bottom line" determination as to
which firm offered the lowest overall prices. Given the significant impact this
one price made on Cente!'s overall offer, we think the agency should have de
tected the problem and raised the issue with Centel during discussions.

There is nothing on the face of Cente!'s proposal to show what, if anything, it
intended to offer as a price for cut cable maintenance. It argues that it intended
to offer no separate price for this item and the record shows that none of the
other firms offered a separate price for this item. Further, the solicitation's
evaluation scheme (unit price x 20,000 x 108 months) suggests that Centel did
not intend to submit a unit price because even an extremely low price when
extended would dwarf Cente!'s $115,000 total charge for cable repair. Such a
pricing scheme, with a much higher cost for cut cable maintenance than for
overall cable repair, obviously would be illogical. Therefore, based on the cir
cumstances here, we conclude that it is highly unlikely that Centel, in the ab
sence of error, would have offered a separate unit price for this item. AccordingM

ly, we recommend that the Centel offer be evaluated as if that firm did not offer
a separate price for cut cable maintenance. If Centel is evaluated as low, in
view of the fact that contract performance has been suspended, the Air Force
should terminate the existing contract for the convenience of the government.

The protest is sustained.

• The $2.75 unit price for monthly maintenance cited by the Air Force results in u $6,875 per month charge. This
figure represents the maintenance charge for all the expanded services items except for cut cable. This is also
incongruous in the context of the $58,000 per month figure offered for cut cable maintenance.
6 In this respect, neither the Air Force or GTE contend that there will be any significant cost for maintenance of
cut cables under the contract.
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Procurement
Spuific:ations
~ Brand Name/Equal Specifications
••Salient Characteristics
•••Sufficiency
Solicitation called for the submiasion of bids on a brand nome or equal basis, and the brand name
manufacturer submitted a bid on its model called for in the solicitation. Award was thereart.er made
to bidder offering a product which mOre closely resembled brand name manufacturer's less expen
sive model, based on agency's different. but reasonable interpretation of purchase description. Since
brand name manufacturer's less expensive model was sufficient to meet government's needs. it was
prejudiced by specifications which it reasonably interpreted as requiring its more expensive model,
and agency should have canceled solicitation and resolicited requirement on less restrictive hasis.

Matter of: Flow Technology, Inc.

Flow Technology, Inc. (FI'D protests the award of a contract to Flow Manage
ment Systems Inc. (FMSI) under invitation for bids (IFB) No. F33659-87·B-0063,
issued by the Department of the Air Force for the acquisition of a quantity of
liquid flow calibrators. FTI argues that the bid of FMSI is nonresponsive.

We sustain the protest.

The IFB was issued as a brand name or equal solicitation and requested bids on
FTI's model No. CT 40-2-0-00056 Comtrack liquid flow calihrator or equal. The
calibrator is used to measure the performance of various flow meters which reg~

ulate the flow of liquids and gasses into engines. The Air Force's purchase de
scription states. among other things, that the calihrators are to he equipped
with calibrator consoles used to operate the mechanism. Specifically, the pur
chase description states that:

The calibrator console will consist of an IBM compatible computer with disc storage and n complete
set of software to operate the calibrator and calculate results from the calibrator data. The comput~

er program shall be designed to accept a wide range of fluid densities and viscosities with simple
input of nuid data by the operator.

At bid opening, three bids were received. The low bid of A.a. Grumney Co., Inc.
was rejected as nonresponsive, and the second low bid of FMSI, which offered a
price of $129,700 for the first article and $119,700 each for all subsequent units
was accepted as the low responsive bid. FTI bid $174,000 per unit for all units,
having submitted its bid on its brand name model called for under the solicita
tion.

According to the protester, the bid of FMSI was nonresponsive. Specifically, the
protester argues that its calibrator model called for under the solicitation is
fully automatic, including control of flow valves which are set hy the operator
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at the control console. In contrast, the calibrator offered by FMSI is fully auto
matic except that the flow valves must be set manually by the operator rather
than being set automatically at the control console. Accordingly, the protester
argues that FMSI's bia is nonresponsive with respect to the above-Quoted por
tion of the purchase description which requires that the control console "oper_
ate the calibrator." The protester points out that it felt constrained to bid only
on its Comtrack model called for in the solicitation but that had it known that
the Air Force did not require the fully automatic model. it could have submitted
a bid on one of its lesser models, the Flow Technology Omnitrack liquid flow
calibrator, model No. OT-900, which it offered at an approximate price of
$114.000 per unit under a previous solicitation.

The Air Force on the other hand argues that the purchase description did not
call for a fully automatic flow calibrator and that, although full automation
may be one of the features of F"1'I's Comtrack model, the purchase description
made it clear that this feature was not necessary to fulfill the Air Force's mini~

mum needs and thus it was not prohibited from accepiing a less than fully auto
matic model.

While we cannot conclude that the bid of FMSI was nonresponsive l we think
that the solicitation's specifications contal.'1ed a latent ambiguity. Here, the
brand name or equal solicitation calle<! for FTI's fully automatic model and
went on in the purchase description to require that the c ~rol console "operate
the calibrato!"." We believe that the protester, in reading the solicitation, was
reasonably led to believe that it could submit a bid only on its fully automatic
model. On the other hand. the Air Force apparently did not, despite the identifi
cation of the fully automatic model as the brand name, intend to require a fully
automatic equal product and does not agree that requiring that the control con
sole operalt" the calibrator means fully automatic absent explicit language to
thaI effect. As we stated in Wheeler Brothers. Inc., et ai-Request for Reconsid
eratIOn. B-2140~I.;l. Apr. 4. 19R5, ~5-1 CPD ~ 388, an ambiguity exists where two
or more reasonable interpretations of a specification are possible. Moreover, a
firm's particular interpretation need not be the most reasonable to have a find
ing of ambiguity; rather, a firm need only show that its reading of the solicita
tion provision is reasonable and susceptible of the understanding it reached. We
conclude in this case that the calibrator requirement, at best, was ambiguous as
drafted, that is, susceptible to two reasonable interpretations.

The record further indicates that IT! was prejudiced by the ambiguity in the
solicitation. Had ITl known that the Air Force's minimum requirements could
be met with its less expensive Omnitrack model, as the Air Force contemplated,
the results of the bidding might well have been different. In cases such as this,
where the solicitation requirement is ambiguous, with the result that bidders
responded to it based upon different, reasonable assumptions as to what the re
quirement was, the competition has been conducted on an unequal basis.
Amdahl Corp., et al.. B-'12018, B-2120!8.2, July I, 1983, 83-2 CPD ~ 51. More
o'!er, the ambiguity in the specifications may have resulted in less than "full
and open" competition since under one interpretation of the agency require-
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ments only a fully automatic calibrator was permissible whereas the Air Force
contemplated bids on a less restrictive basis. See Competition in Contracting Act
of 1984, 10 U.S.C. § 2304(aXIXA) (Supp. III 1985).

Accordingly, by separate letter of today we arc recommending that the contract
awarded to FMSI be terminated for the convenience of the government and that
the solicitation be canceled and reissued so as tr , eliminate the ambiguity con
tained in the specifications. See McCotter Motors, Inc., B-214081.2, Nov. 19, 1984,
84-2 CPD U539.

The protest is sustained.

B-228324, December 29, 1987
Procurement
Contractor Qualification
• Responsibility Criteria
•• Performance Capabilities
Procurement
Contractor Qualification
• Responsibility/Responsiveness Distinctions
Solicitation provision which calls Upon bidders at the request of the contracting officer. to demon
strate their experience by supplying evidence of the commerciolity of the equipment being offered
or similar equipment, is a definitive responsibility criterion which looks to the manufacturer's capa
bility rather than to the product history of the particular model solicited. Consequently, an experi·
eneed manufacturer who olds its newest model may be deemed responsible even though the offered
model does not meet the requin::oents of the solicitation provision (Le.. was not marketed for the
stated period of time prior to bid op."lning).

Matter of: Dresser Industr.ies, Inc.

Dresser Industries, Inc. protests the award of a contract to Deere & Company by
the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) under invitation for bids (lFB), No.
DLA700-87-B-4514 for a quantity of four cubic yard scoop loaders. Dresser
argues that the product offered by Deere fails to meet the commerciality re
quirements of the solicitation.

We deny the protest.

The solicitation called for the submission of bids ror a quantity of four cubic
yard scoop loaders, built in accordance with Federal Specification KKK-L-1542C
as amended by the terms of the solicitation. Of particular importance for pur
poses of this protest is a provision (clause 3.1.11 added by the solicitation to the
abave-.referenced federal specification which reads as follows:

Commercia/ity. The manufacturer shall be experienced in designing and building scoop loaders and
shall have sold them to the general public at least one yenr prior to the opening date of the

l
50licita·

tion. Upon request of the contra.cting officer. offerors shall submit evidence of the commerciality of
their machines in the fonn of catalogs. commercial brochures and data. Additionally, these bidders
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shall furnish names nnd addresses of nongovernment sources which were sold equipment at least
one year prior to the opening dute of thl! solicitation. Equipment and configurations coverl>d by t.his
paragraph include lhe basic- vehicle configul1ltion (body. engine, tires, cab, counterweights, cOllpler
and aU bucketsl as well ns either: I. All equipment specified in ordering data, or 2. A minimum of
15 optional snd allied equipment items apnlicable to 4 yard loaders which are described in para
graphs 3.201.1 and 3.2-1.2

The solicitation, in a separate provision, required bidders either to certify that
"[tlhe loader shall be essentially the standard current product of the manufac
turer, differing therefrom only in respect necessary to meet special require
mefits:' or (for bidders failing to certify) to comply with a warranty provision
contained in the solicitation.

At bid opening on August 18. 19H7. a total of six bids were received. The appar
ent low bid was subm itted by Deere. followed Ly J.I. Case Company and Dresser
respectively.' A contract was thereafter awarded to Deere as the low respon
sive, responsible bidder.

•
In its initial letter of protest, Dresser alleged that the product offered by Deere
failed to meet the "commerciality" requirement of the solicitation. Specillcally,
Dresser stated that. given the price bid by Deere, Deere allegedly had offered a
substantially modified version of its model 6440 scoop loader, which was not a
"commercial" item.

By letter dated October 9. Deere stated to our Office that Dresser's assump
tion-that it had based its bid on a significantly modified version of its model
644D loader-was incorrect. According to Deere's letter, Deere had based its bid
on its model 644E-H. Deere's October 9 submission included a commercial bro
chure dated September 1987. which details the features of its model 644E-H. We
note that Deere's model 614E-H is a new model. introduced officially on the
market subsequent lo the ~ime of bid opening.

As a threshold matter, the agency has argued that Dresser's protest is untimely.
Specifically. the agency argues that since the protester's interpretation of the
commerciality clause is "unreasonable," but if correct would constitute an im
propriety apparent on the face of the solicitation. it should have prote<:ted prior
to bid opening in ac<ordance with our Bid Protest Regulation. 4 C.F.R. §
21.21alll) 11987 J.

We disagree with the agency. Bidders may assume that contracting officials will
act in accordance with law and regulation, and it is only when they learn that
officials will not act or proceed in a fashion that is consistent with what the
bidder reasonably believes to be correct that a basis of protest arises. &e R.R.
Gregory Corp.. B-217251. Apr. 19. 1985. 85-1 CPD n 449. Within the context of
this case, we believe that Dresser was entitled to assume that the agency would
act in conformance with Dresser's interpretation of the commerciality clause
until award to Deere was made. After award, Dresser was required to file its

, Although J.I Cn.o;e submitted the apparent St.'COnd low bin. the- product offered by it was to be aub6tantiolly man·
ufactured in Brazil- Consequently. ener application of the price differentiul required under the Buy American Act,
41 U.s.C. § 10 et seq. 119821. the Dresser bid ....os detcnnined to be ttw second low responsive bid.
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protest within 10 working days under 4 C.F.R. § 21.2(aX2); since it filed within
this time, we believe the protest to be timely.

Turning to the mei"its of the protest, Dresser argues that the product offered by
Deere-its 644E-H model-fails to meet the requirements of the solicitation's
commerciality clause. In pai-ticular, the protester argues that the commerciality
clause requires that the product offered have been commercially available and
sold for a minimum of 1 year prior to bid opening. The protester further states
that, whether we consider this a matter of Deere's tl.:byOnsiveness or responsibil
ity is unimportant since even up to the time of award, Deere was unable to
comply with the terms of the commerck ';ty clause.

The agency on the other hand argues ,hat, to the extent we consider this a
matter of responsiveness, Deere's bid took no exception to the terms of the s0
licitation's specifications and, consequently, tbe question of whether the product
in fact complies with th~ specifications is a matter of contract administration.
The agency also argues that, insofar as the commerciality clause is a definitive
responsibility standard, it goes to the manufacturer's experience in building
scoop loaders rather than to the particular scoop loader offered and, thus, Deere
could reasonably be deemed responsible, having commercially sold similar scoop
loaders for at least I year.

In our opinion, the commerciality clause contained in this solicitati . consti
tutes a definitive responsibility standard. In 52 Comp. Gen. 648 (lP . we dis-
cussed the distinction between responsibility and responsiveness wi the con·
text of experience requirements contained in solicitations. There \ .ted that
we considered experience requirements which go to the perform .listory of
the item being procured as matters of responsiveness whereas, ~rience re-
quirements which go to the experience of t.h~ uidder-which co be demon-
strated through the performance history of either the item beinb procured or
some other similar product offered by the bidder-were matters of responsibil
ity. 52 Comp. Gen. at 649-650 (1973). As explained below, we believe the com
merciality clause in this case is properly interpreted as requiring that the man
ufacturer demonstrate its experience in building scoop loaders generally (as dis
tinct from demonstrating the performance history of the particular model solic
ited) and thus that it falls into the latter category. Further, we believe that the
commerciaJity clause in this case is a definitive responsibility criterion imposed
in addition to the traditional requirements of responsibility, and is therefore re
viewable by this Office since compliance therewith may be objectively deter
mined. See Clausi"g Machine Tools, B·216113, May 13, 1985, 85-1 CPD TI 533.

With respect to satisfying the requirements of the commerciality clause in this
case, we believe that bidders could do this by submitting evidence of the com
merciality of either the offered loader or a similar product. First, the clause con
sistently employs plural rather singular terms; "[t]he manufacturer shall be ex
perienced in designing and building scoop loaders . . ." "...offerors shall submit
evidence of the com' .lerciality of their maehines :' If[eJquipment and con-
figurations covered by this paragraph include " Second, under the separate
certification requirement, bidders were afforded the option of either certifying
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their offered product as "essentially their standard current product" or alterna
tively warranti!:.6 a product which was other than "essentially their standard
current product." Reading the solicitation as a whole, we believe that a bidder
could offer ~ product which was other than its 'lsta;· -lard current product;" it
would be inconsistent however, to then require it to demonstrate the commer~

ciality of only that product. Finally, the commerciality clause, by its own term.,
allows bidders to demonstrate the commcrciality of their scoop loaders either by
demonstrating the commerciality of the offered loader (i.e., to basic vehicle con
figuration plus all equipment specified in the ordering data) or by demonstrat
ing the ommerciality of a similar loader (Le. the basic vehicle configuration
plus a minimum of 15 optional and allied equipment items applicable to four
yard loadersl.

For the above stated reasons, we believe that the commerciality clause con
tained in this solicitation could be satisfied through evidence of a bidder'.
having manufactured and marketed either the exact scoop loader called for or a
similar scoop loader. Stated differently, the clause calls for evidence of the man
ufacturer's ability rather than the product's performance history. Accordingly,
smce Deere (although not called upon to do so) could have demonstrated the
commerciality of its scoop loaders which are similar to the offered model, we
conclude that the agency properly found it responsible and award was proper.

The protest is denied.

o _. ,~ J

8-228931, Deeember 29, 1987
Procurement
Spei:ial Procurement IHethods/Catcgories
~ In-House Performance
EM Co~t Evalualion
!III!!! C1 Government Estimates
[J m[i 0 Computation Errors
Cost comparison showing cost of the low commercial offcr exceeded the government's estimated cost
of in-house performance is invalid, und protest on that bask is sustained, where the soFt:itation's
statement of work included work th~t the government excluded from its estimate and that was
more costly than the difference between the government estimate and the low bid.

Matter of: Contract Services Company, Inc.

Contract Services Company, Inc. ICSC), protests the rejection of its bid under
invitation for bids IIFBI No. N62467-g7-B·2736, issued by the Naval Facilities
Engineering Command's Southern Division at the Naval Air Station, Key West,
Florida. The IFB was issued under step two of a two-step sealed bid procure
ment for a broad range of maintenance services at the Station. The IFB solicit
ed offers for the express purpose of comparing the cost of performing the serv
ices in-house with the cost of awarding a commercial contract for a base year
plus 2 option years. The cost comparison indicated that the costs associated with
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CSC's low commercial bid exceeded the Navy's estimate of its in-house costs; the
Navy thus determined to retain the function in-house. CSC appealed the results
of the cost comparison to a Navy appeals board which, after making a few rela
tively minor adjustments, determined that the 3-year cost of CSC's bid properly
should be $16,152,414, while the cost of in-house performance should be
$15,465,140; the appeals board thus affirmed the decision that retaining the
services in-house would be leBS costly (by $687,274). The protester alleges three
errors in the cost comparison which, if corrected, would change the outcome.
We sustain the protest.

Initially, we note that while the Navy has provided backup materials, it has not
submitted a substantive report addreBSing the issues raised by esc. Rather, the
Navy asserts that our Office lacks jurisdiction to consider protests concerning
cost comparisons. The Navy (specifically, the Naval Facilities Engineering Com
mand) has raised these same arguments previously; we have considered the ar
guments at length and rejected them in our prior decisions. See, e.g., Dyneteria,
1M., B-222581.3, Jan. 8, 1987, 87-1 CPD n30. As we indicated in those cases, we
recognize that the underlying determination involved in cost comparisons
whether work should be performed in-house by government personnel or per
formed by a contractor-is one which is a matter of executive branch policy and
not within our protest function. However, where a contracting agency utilizes
the procurement system to aid in its determination of whether to contract out,
we consider a protest from an offeror alleging that its proposal has been reject
ed because the egency failed to follow advertised procedures. Id.

One of the cost comparison errors alleged by esc, and the most significant
error in terms of cost. impact, is the Navy's failure to include in its in-hou.Be
estimate the cost of maintaining air conditioning and ventilation equipment in
the air station's housing units. In this regard, the specifications stated that a
succeBBfui bidder would be required to provide everything necessary to maintain
facilities at the air station "complex and as generally described in [attachment)
J-el," which included housing unit maintenance. Annex 11 of the specifications,
entitled IfMaintenance, Repair, and Operation of Air Conditioning, Ventilation,
and Refrigeration," further stated that the contractor shali be responsible for
the maintenance of Hall air conditioning, ventilation, ice making, cold storage
and refrigeration systems located on the ... complex." CSC's proposal under
step one offered to perform housing air conditioning services, and esc avers
that it factored more than $900,000 into its bid based on its interpreting the s0

licitation to encompass the work. The record shows this maintenance currently
was being performed for the Navy by a contractor at a cost exceeding $300,000
per year, or more than $900,000 for 3 years.

The board rejected this aspect of CSC's appeal on the basis that the Navy never
intended to include maintenance services for family housing air conditioning be
cause those services were covered by a separate contract. The board conceded,
however, that "the requirement for air conditioning service is stated so broadly
in the solicitation it could easily be misinterpreted." The board nevertheless be
lieved that other aspects of the solicitation should have been sufficient to indi-
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care to CSC that the scope of work in lact d.d not include maintenance of the
family housing air conditioners. Specifically, the board noted that the air condi
tioners were not included in the solicitation attachment listing major systems
requiring preventive maintenance. and were not reflected in the attachment
showing historical data for housing maintenance work included in the solicita~

tion.

We disagree with the board's conclusion on this issue. The plain language of the
IFB expressly calls for this work, and, unlike the board, which noted that its
role "is to rule on the basis of the economic merits of the appeal items, not to
aitique contract phraseology," we are not persuaded that CSC should have
known from the rest of the IFB that this plain language should have been disre
garded. First, the fact that the air coaditioners were not included in the listing
of "major systems" eould have indicated, merely, that the Navy did not consider
the family housing air conditioners to be major systems; the list seems to in
clude only relatively large systems <i.e., equipment ranging from 3 to 100 tons),
and the board decision seems to indicate that the housing air conditioners are
smaller in scale (i.e" since tenants will be responsible for changing their own eir
filters I.

Second, the IFB section setting forth historical workload data for housing main·
tenance was not broken down by specific types of work so as to exclude air con·
ditioning maintenance but, rather, stated that Hthis matrix includes all trades
that perform work in family housing." The fact that CSC's resulting estimated
workhours may have exceeded the historical workload due to the inclusion of
air conditioning maintenance was not necessarily an indication to the firm that
this maintenance was not meant to be included; the firm reasonably could have
concluded that, because the air conditioning maintenance previously had been
performed by contract rather than in·house, the historicai data did not include
the air conditioning maintenance.

Given the clear language of the IFB requiring the air conditioning maintenance
work, therefore, we do not believl~ it was unreasonable for esc to interpret the
IFB as requiring this work.

It is a fundamental principle of federal procurement that, for cost comparison
purposes, commercial offers and the government's estimate of in-house costs
must be based on the same statement of work. AlltJJl.ce Properties, Inc., B
217544, Oct. 16, 1985, 85-2 CPD n413, aff'd, Department of the Ncwy-Request
for ReconsideratIOn. B-220991.2, Dec. 30, 1985, 85-2 CPD n728. Based on the
record here, we conclude that esc included in its bid work which the Navy ex
cluded from its cost estimate. As the price of the Navy's current contract for the
work was more thon the $687,274 in-house cost advantage, and esc claims it
factore,j, lIlll.... tuan $900,000 into its bid for this work, it appears the Navy's cost
comparison was faulty and that under the terms of the IFB contracting with
esc should have been seen as the less costly alternative.

By letter of today to the Secretary of the Navy, therefore, we are recommending
that the Navy revise its cost comparison and award CSC a contract based on a
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lit;f.w~Ctf.Ol',;;~~~it8~~iirb,Y:~,:;.~oUDt attributed to !?roviding maintenance. for
t':>e,famUy,nousmg aiir.conmtionmg. See ~lllQnce PropertltJ, Inc., 80217544; supra. If
;e~a;~ntrac.f~iiot,a"~#;CSCiBentitied to be reimburSed its proPii8iil prepSril
'~;;,itio~ ~it08ts';:1IS3wel! ~j!S costs; of pursuing the protest. See Dyneteria, Inc., 80
;,;t:J.~t19.&9}!"f'Ir; 31; 1986,-86-1 CPD V302.

·, ..c."- - .... ' ,-".
kicTh~pr<>test is sustained.
./-,'." ":, ',:
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Appropriations/Financial
Managerflent

....I

Appropriation Availability
III Purpose AvailnbiUty
!II@l Permanent/Indefinite Appropriation
.8l!lTcavel Expenses

Balancing of congressional travel clearing account on the books of the Department of the Treaaury
Financial Management Service where c1~llring account WIl8 not reimbursed with funds appropriated.
to the Congress for thBt purpose by charging permanent appropriation enacted after travel expenses
were incurred is authorized by 2 U.S.C. § 1028, which provides that unpaid obligations which are
more than 2 rlSC;l! years old nnd which ore chargeable to withdrawn unexpended balances of con
grcssionnJ oceounts are to be liquidated with current appropriations for the 68me purpose.

119
lJJ Clajm SetUement
l!J.l!IJ Permanent/Indefinite Appropriation
!i118J Ii Purpose A'Io'ailability

Claims by Government
MProperty Damages
••Claim Settlement
•••Funds
Ili! !JIll Ell Usc

Funda recovered from 0 contractor's insurance company in settlement of a claim by the government
against the: contractor for damage to government property may not be considered as a refund and
credited to the agency's appropriations, but must be deposited into the Treaeury.

129

Claims Against Government
III Torts'I.Government Liability

Based on broad statutory definition. Federnl Retirement Thrift Investment Board should be regard
ed as federal agency for purposes of Federal Tort Claims Act (rI'CA). Administrative FI'CA settle
ments of $2,500 or less are payable from Thrift Savings Fund. Administrative settlements greater
that $2.500, plus judgments and settlements of lawsuits under the FI'CA. are payable from penna·
nent judgment appropriation (31 U.S.C. § 1304) to the extent they represent personal injury or phys
ical property damage. However, Iiabilit.y resulting from program losses. even though tortious in
nature, should be governed by statutory provisions on liability and bonding of fiduciaries.

14Z
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ij';,':CiVilian Personnel
;;..;~'»:- -. ~.,-.

~~3f
~~~;.

;-

Leaves of Absence
• • Administrative Leave

.-.Use
1iI-•• A.dminiatratlve Discretion

This Office would not object to Department of Housing and Urban Development exercising adminis
trative discretion in authorizing short periods of administ.rative leave (or employee to participate in
research project at Public Health Service, National Institutes of Health (Nni). Although it is gener
ally not within the discretion of an agency to grant adminir. ....tive leave for a lengthy period of
time, each agency hQ.l!i the responsibility for determining situations in which administrative leave
will be granted for brief absences.

126
• Taxell
••Allowanc..
•••Eligibility

The Department of Agriculture reque&t8 an opinion 88 to whether claims for Relocation Income Tal[
OUT) allowances may be paid to certain employees who were transferred from the United States to
the Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico since the statutory authority in 5 U.S.C. § 5724b (Supp. JJ11985)
does not spe<:ifically state that RIT allowances apply to possessions of the United State8. The claims
may be paid since it is consistent with the intent of Congress that RIT allowances be extended to
federal employees transferred in the interest of the government to United States po68E!88iona and
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico in the same manner 88 thoae employees transferred within the
United States, However. it will be necessary for the Administrator of General Servicea. in consulta~

tion with the Secretary of the Treasury I to establish the applicable marginal tax rate.

135
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Military Personnel

Pay
o Survivor Benefits
CJ 0 Annuity Payments
[!] CJ D Eligibility

A retired Air Force sergeant elected to provide Survivor Benefit Plan a.muily coverage for his
daughter. The daughter was subsequently adopted by hor stepfather following her mother's divorce
and remarriage. The adoption proceeding was set nside by a later state court order. Questions about
the soundness of the Inter court order setting aside the adoption do not overcome the presumption
in favor of its validity. Therefore. the daughter remained eligible for an annuity under the Plan as
the member's dependent child beneficiary.

138
t] Variable Housing Allowances
rng} Eligibility
13 [) (3 Amount Determination

The defmition of monthly housing costs for the purpose of computing the VHA may include the cost
of 8 loan not secured by reaJty provided that the loan is taken for the purpo5e of repairing. renovat-.
ing or enlllrging the member's residence. There is no statutory impediment to amending applicable
regulations to reflect this, but it is a matter left to administrative discretion in implementing the
VHA statute.

148
E3 Variable Housing Allowances
191] Eligibility
mEJ[] Amount Determination

Under a 1985 amendment to the ~.riable housing allowance CVHA) Jaw, VHA is reduced under cer
tain circumstances where it. togethcl ·it.h basic allowance for quarters, exceeds a member's housing
costs. The amount of reduction. if at "lds on the member'" monthly housing costa, with higher
monthly housing costs resulting in "f r:tion or a lesser reduction. The regulation defining
monthly housing costs may not include Lin: !,..~t of a second mortgage taken Cor reasons other than
repairing, renovating or enlarging a residence since VHA is an allowance to help a member pay for
housing in a high cost area.

145
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'Pro'curement"/,i - _ __

Bid Protests
• GAO Procedures
• • Agency Notification
Dismissal of protest for failure to furnish contracting agency with a protest copy within 1 day of
filing is affirmed since requirement is not satisfied by fact that protester had filed an agency-level
protest and orally notified. agency that agency-level protest and General Accounting Office protest
were the same.

125

• GAO Procedures
•• Preparation Costs

• GAO Procedures
•• Protest Timeliness
••• to·Day Rule

Allegation first raised in comments on the agency report is untimely wl.~re not fLIed within 10
working days of when the basis for the allegation was known or should have been known; separate
grounds of protest asserted after a protest has been filed must independently satisfy the timeliness
requirements of Bid Protest Regulations.

123

Competitive Negotiation
1'1 Contract Awards
11I11 Government Delays
111111 Justification

II Discussion Reopening
.11 Competitive System Integrity
IlIII!i1 GAO Decisions
II 111111 Recommendations

II Discussion Reopening
11I11I Propriety
11I11. Best/Final Offers
11I111111 Competitive Ranges

Agency did not abuse its discretion by requesting best and final offers after reopening negotiations
pursuant to recommendation by the General Accounting Office.

123
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l'1l Offers
8EJ Eva!i.lation Errors
SQlm Prices
Protest is sustained where agency failed to discover and call to offeror's attention an obvious propoe,
81 pricing error which should have been reasonably detected and which materially prejudiced the
offeror

156

Contractor Qualification
Q Approved Sourcc~

E]!Q Qualification
@(;;] f!J Standards

Where the contracting agency's stock of certain aircraft spare parts was projected to be depleted
during the procurement lead time and the agency lacked the technical data to develop competitive
specifications or precise qualification requirements that the protester could have met in the ahort
timf' available. the agency properly awarded a sole-source contract to the only available qualified
source; the ugency was not required to delay the procurement in order to dl'velop and advise the
protester of precise qualification requirements.

110

Contract MRnagement

ID Contract AJrninistration
[J; 0 Contruct Terms
rn GJ (] Compliance
l'1l[;;)I!lOGAO Re':iew

Contractor Qualification
Q ResponsibilityIResponsiveness Distinctions

Soliciwtion provision which calls upon biddel'"S at the request of the contracting officer. to demon~

strate their experience by supplying evidenCE! of the commerciality of the equipment being offered
or similar equipment. is a definitive responsibility criterion which looks to the manufacturer's capa
bility rather than to the product history of the particular model solicited. Consequently, an e:lperi~

enced manufacturer who bids its newest model may be deemed responsible even though the offered
model does not meet the n!quirements of the solicitation provision (i.e., was not marketed for the
stated period of time prior to bid opening).

163
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• Responsibility
••Contracting Officer Findings
•••Affirmative Determination
••••GAOReview

Protest that ptopo&ed awardee will not be able to satisfy solicitation clauses concerning preaward
survey, preproduction milestones. and production capacity is dismissed since the clauses are not de
finitive responsibility criteria, i.e., specific, objective standards measuring the offeror's ability to per~

faTm, but, rather, concern factore encompassed by the contracting officer's subjective responsibility
detennination or contract administration, both of which are matters not for review by the General
Accounting Office.

151

.-Respon8ibility Criteria
•• Performance Capabilities

Noncompetitive Negotiation
.. Contract Awards
•• Sole Sources
••• Propriety

Agency's justification for a sole-source procurement ia inadequate where the record does not demon
strate that agency had any reasonable basis for concluding that sole-80urce awardee was the only
responsible source capable of meeting the agency's needs.

149
II Contract Awards
•• Sole Sources
••• Propriety

Where the contracting agency properly determined that only one qualified source could meet its
needs within the required timeframe, the fact that the qualified source submitted a bite quotation
had no adverse effect on the protester. and acceptance of the quotation thus was unobjectionable,
since the protester could not have received the award in any event.

lIO

Sealed Bidding
• All-or-None Bid•
•• Evaluation
••• Propriety

An all or none bid qualification should be construed as restricting award to all or none of the line
items of a solicitation unless the context and circumstances indicate otherwise.

132
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wAll-or-None Bids
[] 0 Evaluation
miJ fBl Propriety

Where the language of a message sent to an agency plainly eviI'ces an intent that an "all or none"
qualification contuined in bid was intended to apply to the total quantities of an individual line
item, rather than to all uf the line items in the aggregate, the bidder may not subsequently revise
the qualificatIOn to suit ,L<; own purpose of I'eceiving the award of all line items for which it bid.

132
mAmbiguous Bids
Ei EJ Determinatiun Criteria

In a firm, fixed-pricl' requirements contract, bid was not ambiguous, and agency's rejedion of it as
nonresponsive was improper where bidder inserted in its bid a notation providing for a discount to
the government, and where, even without the discount, bidder is lowest, responsible bidder.

121
o Bid Guarantees
EJ EJ Responsivenes51
g) mrj Contractors
tEl 0 [ill mIdentification

Whpre corporation SL' 'mits bid in assumed trade name registered prior to bid opening, official docu~

mentation of such registration submitted after bid opening, which existed and was publicly avail
able prior 1.0 bid opening, adequately identified corporvtion as party that would be legally bound by
bid; therefore, bid is rf'sponsiw> and award to corporation would be proper.

117
(3] Bids
('J Li ReslJonsiveness
[J CJ [] Determination Criteria

To be responsive, a bid must r('present an unequivocal offer to provide the product or service as
specified in the invitation for bids, so that acceptance of the bid will bind the contractor to meet the
government's needs in all significant respects.

121
rzJ Bids
EJ [J Preparation Costs

Where a bid protest is sustained based on agency's improper rf:ljection of the protester's bid. and the
contract in issue already has been performed, the protester is entitled to reimbursement of its bid
preparation costs and costs of pursuing the protest, including attorneys' fees,

131
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---------------------,....._Bid•
•• Responsiveness
•• • Determination Criteria
A bid thd included suggestions as to possible alternative methods of accomplishing the results de
sired by the agency did not take exception to any solicitation requirements. Rnd thus improperly
was rejected as nonresponsive.

131

• Invitations for Bids
•• Amendments
• all Acknowledgment
• ••11 Responsiveness
Responsiveness must be determined from the face of the bid. Therefure, bidder's failure to acknowl~

edge a material amendment to a solicitation which also extended the bid opening date may not be
waived where the bid contains only the previous bid opening date. The mere submission of the bid
on the amended bid opening date is not sufficient to show that the bidder intended to be bound by
the terms of the amendment. Previous cases inconsistent. herewith, B-1944D6, Jan. 17, 1980; B
208877, May 17, 1983; and 8-212465, Oct. 1!), 1!1.'la; will no longer be followed.

107

Socio~Economic Policies
.. Small Business 8<a) Subcontracting
1111 Contract Awards
111111111 Administrative Discretion
Contracting officer's determination not to agre~ to award of n secti(,11 8~aJ contral;.t to a firm pro
posed for debarm~nt by the r'0partment of Labor is within the agency's broad discretion in section
8(a) contracting and, therefore. is legally unobjectionablf', where the agency did not violate applica
ble regulations, and there is no showing of fraud or bad faith on the part of government officials.

115
II Small Businesses
11111 Corporate Entities
iii iii II Modification
11111111 Effects

Special Procurement Methods/Categories
.ln~HousePerformance
1111 Cost Evaluation
...11 Government Estimates
111111111 Computation Errors
Cost comparison,howing cost oj the low commercial offer exceeded the government's estimated cost
of in~house performance is invalid, and protest on that basis is sustained, where the solicitation's
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statement of work included work that the government excluded from its estimate and that W08
more costly than (ht> difTer£>nct> betwt>l'n the government estimate nod the low bjd.

166

Specifications
tJ Ambiguity Allegalion
Q lJ Spedfication Interpretation

E:I Brand Name/l!:qual Sp.ecjficnlions
o [) Salient (~harn('t('fistks

en E'J l] Sufficiency

SolicitatIon called for tht> submission of bids on a brand name or equal bilSis. and the brand name
mnnu(acturer submltu-d a bid on Its model called for in the solicitation. AWQrd W08 thereafter made
to bidder offering a product which more closely resembled brand name manufacturer's less expen·
slve model, based on agency's different, but reasonable inwrpretation of purchase description. Since
brand name r.lanufactun>r·s less e"pensive model was sufficient to meet government's needs, it was
prejudiced by specIfications whie'I'· it reasonably interpreted as requiring its more expensive model,
and af{cncy should have cuncl.led ,Iicil.ltion and rC!:lolicited requirement on less refilrictive basis.
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